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E D I T O R ’S L E T T E R
Ranald Macdonald
elcome to Boisdale Life. We have launched
this bumper magazine to celebrate the many
and various passions of the people whose
conviviality helps create the unique atmosphere that
is the Boisdale trademark.
In the following pages you will find anecdotes,
reflectionsandnewsfromadiverseselectionoffriendsand
supporters who frequent our establishments. It is they –
just as much as the chefs, staff and musicians – who
make Boisdale the place it is today. The one distinctive
aspect of the editorial copy is that no editor has tampered with the voice. Whether it is Chris Hutchins describing the day he introduced Elvis to John Lennon or
Sir David Reid’s inspiring story about how he built Tesco into the world’s second largest retailer; David Soul
describing the restoration of Hemingway’s iconic 1956
Chrysler in Havana or Bruce Anderson’s political genius; Stephen Evans enthusing about his new feature film
on the life of Seve Ballesteros or Nigel Farage on why he
loves Europe; Mark Littlewood’ s insightful view of the
British economy or Bill Knott remembering his friend
Keith Floyd; David Burnside’s fortitude on the strength
of the Union or Michael Gelardi recounting stories
about Ella Fitzgerald; it is each individual writer’s story,

their opinion, their singular voice you hear. Nothing is
filtered. The words come straight from the horse’s mouth.
The first Boisdale Restaurant and Bar opened in Belgravia 25 years ago in 1989. We like to think of ourselves as a great British restaurant specialising in the
highest possible quality ingredients, primarily from
Scotland but also, with pride, from the rest of the United Kingdom. Evoking a classic supper-club ambience
with live music every night, our restaurants are truly
egalitarian with two-course set menus from £17.80
as well as some of the finest dry aged Aberdeenshire
grass-fed beef and Highland game in the capital. Our
menu features a wide selection of premium wild linecaught fish, oysters and Hebridean shellfish, in addition to a new range of salads and vegetarian dishes
but most importantly the best burgers in London from
£7.50. Our celebrated and commended wine list has
over 200 bins ranging from House wines at £19.75 to
Chateau Petrus 1995, a bargain at £2,250!
We are, however, best known for our fabulous
award-winning collection of Scottish malt whiskies and
our wonderful selection of Cuban cigars, which can be
enjoyed on the comfortable Cigar Terrace distinctive
to each of our restaurants.

BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA

BOISDALE OF BISHOPSGATE

CABOT PLACE,
C A N A RY W H A R F, E 1 4 4 Q T
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“A befuddlingly large range
of rare malt whiskies.”

“The food is excellent – the most
succulent meat, fish and game”
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IN LONDON, ROUGH GUIDE
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“Boisdale of Bishopsgate transform a great
meal into an event…Anyone would think
they want you to have a good time!”
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ERNEST REID WINS UK
NIKKA PERFECT SERVE 2014

May 14 – We are very proud to announce that our very
own supremo mixologist Ernest Reid won the Nikka Perfect Serve UK 2014 contest. Ernest is now off to Madagascar to represent Great Britain in the European finals.
Get down to Boisdale of Canary Wharf to meet the man
himself and sample one of his winning cocktails.

in association with
hasselblad cameras

A TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEY AT
BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

May 3 – If you weren’t there you
really did miss out on Michael Anton
Phillips’s spectacular performance!
For more amazing acts coming up, visit
www.boisdale.co.uk for full listings.
CHIP TATE, OWNER AND DISTILLER AT BALCONES, WACO, TEXAS DURING
AN EVENT AT BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA WITH GM STEPHEN BUSBY AND
PROPRIETOR RANALD MACDONALD.

Boisdale of Belgravia, March 18 – It’s safe to say we’ve never
had a tasting quite like it! The host from the Lone Star
State captivated the audience with numerous vivid
tales ranging from setting distilleries on fire and quirks
of the English language to building his own stills and
drawing inspiration from Tex Mex and tortilla flavours to create artisan whiskeys. More to the point, the
whisky was delicious! Balcones produces innovative,
excellent American craft spirits. Definitely one to watch.

8

L ONDON MARATHON
Boisdale of Canary Wharf, April 13 – The bar

& grill customers watched 35,000 people participating in the
world’s largest marathon live from the greatest vantage point in Canary Wharf. With cracking views
over Cabot Square from our terraces we saw the runners (including double Olympic gold medallist Mo
Farah – below) passing by whilst we enjoyed a leisurely
Sunday breakfast sipping Prosecco and Bloody Marys.

9

ERNEST REID MIXING HIS WINNING WHISKY COCKTAIL.
TURN TO PAGE 55 FOR THE RECIPE.

MEANWHILE ABOUT TOW N. . .
SEASON IN FRANCE LAUNCH
AT THE CONRAN SHOP CHELSEA

May 1 – The French Riviera descended on Chelsea for Jasper
Conran’s launch of A Season in France at The Conran Shop.
Jasper held his first big event since his appointment as
chairman of Conran Holdings.

L AU N C H O F T H E J U I C E B AR
& EN G L I SH G AR D EN T ER R AC E
April 22 – Boisdale of Canary Wharf is injecting a dose of
health into the menu with the launch of their fresh juice
bar and summer terrace. Customers can now order fresh
juices and enjoy them in the sunshine on the transformed
‘English Garden’ terrace. The selection of made-to-order,
freshly pressed juices includes the Boisdale 5 A Day,
which contains apple, carrot, beetroot, kale and celery,
and the Cocoberry – a delicious concoction comprising
coconut water, blueberries, vanilla bean, apple, raspberry
and lime to hydrate, nourish and help prepare bodies for
the beach this summer. Juices are priced at £3.75 for 10oz
and £4.75 for 16oz.

(RIGHT) JASPER
CONRAN WITH GREAT
FRIEND DAISY LEWIS
& LADY ROTHERMERE

PATSY PALMER

ALAIN DUCASSE LAUNCHES
RIVEA RESTAURANT AT
THE BULGARI HOTEL

May 8 – Alain Ducasse hosted a gala
dinner at Rivea at The Bulgari hotel
to launch his newest restaurant in
London, his most informal concept
to date. Guest of Honour, Eva Herzegovina, arrived fashionably late and
was seated with philanthropist Hani
Farsi and Alain Ducasse.

GUEST OF HONOUR EVA HERZEGOVINA WITH
HANI FARSI & ALAIN DUCASSE

ALLEGRA HICKS
& KARLA OTTO

TRINNY WOODALL
& CHARLES SAATCHI
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CHÂTEAU LAFITE

The greatest never ending wine story of all time continues to amaze.

Stephen Lane, Business Development,
Rothschild Waddesdon

10

iven the history of the Rothschild family in
Bordeaux and the greatness of the reputation
that the wines of Château Lafite have endured
throughout the world, it would be too easy to sit still.
Yet Domaines Baron de Rothschild (DBR Lafite), the
parent company of this great Château, have quietly innovated throughout their history. Under the custodianship of Eric de Rothschild, they have been pioneers in
Chile with the acquisition of Vina los Vascos in 1988;
they have initiated an exciting joint venture in Argentina with Nicolas Catena and they have revitalised the
historic Corbières estate of Château d’Aussieres. The
last five years have been no exception with the CARO
joint venture in Mendoza reaching maturity and the inception of a new winery in China.
As Boisdale Life readers, you will undoubtedly be
aware of the gravitas and history that this 112-hectare
estate in the northern Médoc appellation of Pauillac
has enjoyed - and it is one that predates the 146-year
history of Rothschild family ownership. While first
records of Lafite date back to the 13th century, it was
not until the 17th century - under the ownership of the
Ségur family, who organised the vineyards and started building the reputation of the wines from the Château – that the French market took note of these two
“new” Clarets from Bordeaux, following interest from
London. Robert Walpole recognised the quality of two
Châteaux in particular, taking a barrel of Lafite every
three months along with the wines of Château Margaux
and reportedly spending £20,000 per annum on these
two great wines. Subsequently the wines received favour at Versailles and the Court of Louis XV; Madame
de Pompadour had it served with her supper receptions
and later Madame du Barry made a point of drinking
“only the King’s Wine”. This reputation continued to
grow throughout the 19th century. By 1855, the vintage
rankings of the Universal Paris Exposition officially
gave Lafite the rating: “Leader among fine wines”.
The emerging markets of the Far East have embraced
the history and styles of the wines from DBR (Lafite).
While China has a notable emerging wine market within its vast country, there is certainly the terroir and the
potential to produce truly great wine. In 2012 Lafite
started the construction of their new winery in Penglai in the Shandong province of China in partnership
with CITIC East China group. Penglai is the only coastal wine producing area in Asia, bordered by the Bohai

and Yellow Seas, with the winery expected to produce
10,000 cases per annum of a Bordeaux-style wine. The
first small vintage was produced in 2013, but it will be
2018 before the wines are distributed first to the Chinese domestic market. One element is certain though:
the wines will carry the same elegance and style that is
characteristic of all the DBR group’s wineries.
1998 saw the initiation of a joint venture between
Nicolas Catena and DBR with the production of Bodegas
CARO (the name symbolising through initials the alliance between the Catena and Rothschild families). Fruit
was sourced from the highest vineyard sites through rigorous selection. The construction of the chais, or wine
sheds, was completed. In the last five years, Caro came of
age with the launch of the 2009 Bodegas Caro, certainly
the greatest Caro vintage yet to be released. Aruma, wine
made from younger vines and 100% Malbec, had its first
vintage in 2010. Three years on, the current 2012 vintage
consistently receives high-scoring marks from wine critics, making it great value. Housed in a stunningly refurbished traditional 19th-century building, Caro is the only
winery in the heart of Mendoza which makes it an exceptional draw for visitors.
Recently Bordeaux has experienced two great vintages
from the summers of 2009 and 2010, producing two exceptional vintages at Château Lafite. Still in their infancy, these two wines are very much destined for greatness
while being very different in style. 2009 was a warm
vintage with Pauillac benefitting from its proximity to
the Gironde Estuary, which resulted in cooler evenings
and a longer ripening season. The resulting wines, full
and voluptuous, should mature within the next 10 to
15 years. In contrast, 2010 could be seen as a utopian
vintage, a cool and wet spring followed by a long, warm
ripening season and a dry September harvest and the
resulting wines promise power, elegance and incredible
sophistication. Without doubt, 2010 in Pauillac is a personal favourite vintage of mine and the 2010 Lafite is
destined to be one of the wines of the 21st century.
Boisdale work directly with the Rothschild Chateaux
taking a selection of wines from Argentina, Corbières
and Bordeaux and currently stock the 1990 Château
Lafite (at £1,100 a complete bargain!). 1990 was widely
regarded as one of the best vintages of the 1990s, with
Lafite no exception. It is the vintage that is currently
served at the Château and throughout the last five years
it has opened and is absolutely ready to drink.
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WHY I LOVE EUROPE
Ukip Leader on why we should be

celebrating our cultural differences.

PHOTOGRAPH BY ©ROBERT WILSON

Words by Nigel Farage

NIGEL FARAGE IN THE BACK BAR AT BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA.

othing angers me more than when lazy journalists talk about ‘Getting Out of Europe’. It’s
inexcusable shorthand, as if we can just lift up
the British Isles and catapult them far away from the
Channel, thus stopping those pesky French from hopping on the ferry and peddling their wares in Sunday
markets in sleepy towns, or making it hard for the
Germans to bring their festive Glühwein and currywurst to the Southbank at Christmas. We can’t. And
why would we want to?
I adore Europe. Countless Americans dream of one
day visiting Europe in order to enjoy the rich history,
diverse languages and customs, ancient architecture
and mind-boggling variety of cultures and cuisines.
It is wonderful that little more than a couple of hours
north, west, east or south can land you in a completely different country, complete with its distinct foibles
and foodstuffs. But just like we didn’t need to join
the Euro in order to buy Rioja in the Basque Country
or Morbier in France-Comte – and thank heavens we
didn’t – we certainly do not need to be part of an increasingly centralised, power-hungry political union
to trade and cooperate wonderfully with our continental neighbours.

No. What is in fact so depressing about deeper integration is the increasingly homogenising effect it is
having on the 28 member states of the EU and the loss
of the freedoms and independence we have fought
both with and against each other to defend for centuries. It’s not only the future of the UK that I am battling to protect when I stand up against the juggernaut
of megalomania steaming down the road from Brussels. It is also to give a voice to the tens of thousands
of Greek families suffering extreme poverty while
their country, and ancient seat of western democracy,
is turned into little more than an economic protectorate of the ‘troika’ of the EU, European Central Bank
and International Monetary Foundation; to the young
Spanish workers rioting on the streets about rising unemployment; to dairy farmers, perfumers, cheesemakers, hairdressers, truck drivers, anybody in Europe
who has had their life or their livelihood trampled by
legislation from unaccountable, ambitious federalists
in the EU.
No, I dream of a Europe, united by common values and celebrating our cultural differences, trading
freely, working together and being a Europe of friendship and liberty.
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W H E N J O H N L E N N O N M E T E LV I S
Chris Hutchins on why the meeting of pop music’s
two greatest icons turned sour.

Words by Chris Hutchins

t was over a light supper of lobster thermidor
with white truffles (I wish!) that John Lennon’s
name came up. Without taking time to think
it through I mentioned that I knew John, knew him
well. ‘How well?’ asked our genial host Ranald. ‘Well
enough to take him, Paul, George and Ringo to meet
their hero, Elvis Presley,’ I replied.
I hadn’t thought that through, but then up to that
point I hadn’t any idea that Mr Macdonald was such
an Elvis nut. ‘You met Elvis?’ he said, as if oil had
been struck off the nearby Embankment. ‘Knew him
well, too,’ I blundered. Ah well, there was still the
crepe suzette to plough through.
As I went on to explain to Ranald, the Beatles and
I came together in 1962 in the Star Club in Hamburg.
They were struggling to pay their chemist’s bill and I
was there with Little Richard, who was top of the bill,
after just quitting (albeit temporarily) the NME (that’s
the New Musical Express to the uninitiated).
Fuelled with the pill of the day, John and I talked
until dawn most nights about Elvis. We both loved
him. ‘Do you reckon you could ever wangle it for us
to meet him?’ John asked.
Now that was not quite the mission impossible it
might have seemed. During my term at the NME I had
established a transatlantic telephone friendship with
his manager, Colonel Tom Parker.
When the Beatles went to America in February 1964,
I went with them (as I did on all their US tours as a
result of the Hamburg connection). The night they
made their Ed Sullivan Show debut (Lennon wearing a pair of cufflinks he’d borrowed from me), we
were chewing the cud back in their hotel suite later when John reminded me of what he regarded as
my ‘promise’ to arrange rock’s greatest summit. I put
in a call to Parker’s private number (flash, or what)
and he said he’d see what he could do if the Beatles ever
foundthemselvesinCaliforniawhereElvisspentmostofhis
time making movies.

That summer, California it was. I saw plenty of Parker
and took him to meet the four Liverpudlians, but Elvis
had left town. He’d gone home to the safety of Memphis while the Beatle bomb exploded across America.
John was disappointed. But not for long. In August
1965 we were back in Los Angeles and the Colonel
broke his golden rule by introducing a journalist (me)
to The King of Rock and Roll. Sitting in a darkened
room (and this is too long a story to fit in here), he said
(and I paraphrase), ‘So you’re the guy who wants me
to meet the Beatles. Tell me about Lennon, I hear he’s
queer’, I found myself explaining to Elvis Presley that
the Beatle was not a bit gay – a policeman he’d asked
to get him a fag in the Deep South had failed to understand that a fag in England is a cigarette.
We agreed on a party at Elvis’s house that Friday
night. Parker, Brian Epstein (the Beatles’ manager, of
course), John, Paul, George, Ringo and I set off in a convoy of cars (‘For security, you understand,’ the Colonel
had said) for 565 Perugia Way, full of anticipation.
In many ways it turned out to be a little less thrilling
than one might have expected – and all because of a
covered wagon. Parker had given each of us a number
of gifts the previous year (I still have mine) and they included table lamps fashioned as western wagons. One
of the first things John noticed in Elvis’s parlour was
just such an ornament, only the wagon’s cover was emblazoned with the slogan ‘All the way with LBJ’.
The Beatle was an ardent pacifist who blamed the
escalation of the Vietnam War on Lyndon Baines
Johnson and The King was a former US tank commander, fiercely loyal to his Commander in Chief. The
two would never meet again.
Nevertheless, the five made music together later and I
would love to tell you more of what happened that night
and subsequently, but my crepe suzette has just arrived.
Thank you, Ranald.
ELVIS MEETS THE BEATLES BY CHRIS HUTCHINS IS AVAILABLE
ON AMAZON KINDLE AND FROM ALL GOOD EBOOK SUPPLIERS.
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W HAT’S ON THE B O IS D A L E ME N U

I NGREDI ENTS ( SERVES 4)
4 x 160-170g pieces wild sea trout
Olive oil
Salt
1/2 lemon
1 knob of butter

PREPARED BY ANDY ROSE
EXECUTIVE HEAD CHEF, BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

Wild Sea trout with asparagus, wild sea kale, toasted hazelnuts & seaweed butter

Garnish
PREPARED BY NEIL CHURCHILL, HEAD CHEF, BOISDALE OF BISHOPSGATE

Chilled broad bean, nettle & cucumber soup, creamed goats cheese,black olive oil & garlic cress
I NGREDIEN TS ( S E R V E S 4 )

Vegetable stock
3 celery sticks
1 onion
1 leek
1 carrot
2 bay leaves
2 cloves of garlic
4 white peppercorns
5g sea salt
Pods from broad beans
100ml white wine
2 litres of water

For the seaweed butter
5g dried seaweed
150g butter
1 shallot, finely chopped
½ tsp lemon juice
3 drops Tabasco

Broad bean, nettle & cucumber soup
1 kg broad of beans, shells
& husks removed
3 cucumbers, peeled & de–seeded
300g nettle leaves, no stalks
4 medium Maris piper potatoes,
peeled and diced into 1cm cubes
200ml whipping cream
1.5ltrs vegetable stock
1 punnet of garlic cress

Creamed goats cheese
120g goats cheese, rind removed
100ml whipping cream
50ml extra virgin olive oil
Juice of ½ lemon

Black olive oil
100g black olives (pitted)
100ml extra virgin olive oil
25ml water

8 asparagus spears, cooked
Wild sea kale, blanched, roughly
shredded (regular kale will do)
1 raw turnip, thinly sliced
50g frozen peas, defrosted or fresh
100ml fish stock
100g butter, diced
10g chopped dill
10g chopped chives
10g finely chopped tarragon
Salt, to season
Toasted hazelnuts, halved

I NGREDI ENTS ( SERVES 4)
WHAT TO DO

Vegetable stock: Place all ingredients
in large saucepan and simmer for 2
hours. Strain to remove vegetables
and reserve stock.
Broad bean, nettle & cucumber soup: Add
potatoes to stock and bring to the boil,
add broad beans, cucumbers and nettle leaves. Cook for 5 mins. Finish
with whipping cream and remove
from heat. Allow to cool slightly then
blend in a liquidiser. Pass through a
fine sieve twice and cool immediately in fridge to retain colour.
Creamed goats cheese: Place goats cheese
into a blender with 50ml water and
blend. Add whipping cream, lemon juice and blend. Whilst blending
slowly add olive oil ensuring the
mixture doesn’t separate. Season
with salt and pepper to taste.

Black olive oil: Place olives in a blender with water and blend, slowly add
olive oil whilst blending to make

an emulsion. Season with salt and
pepper if required.

Compiling the dish: Pour 4 equal measures of soup into lipped pasta bowls.
Drizzle creamed goats cheese over
the soup followed by the black olive
oil. Garnish with garlic cress shoots
and serve.

Caledonian orange mousse

W H AT T O D O
Pre-heat an oven to 200c. For the
seaweed butter, melt butter in a
small pan, add shallot and cook
slowly for a minute. Add the other ingredients and leave to cool.
Coat the trout fillets with a heaped tablespoon of the butter, season with salt
and pepper then bake in the oven for
4-5 minutes until cooked but still pink
and juicy inside. Meanwhile, heat the
stock in a frying pan and add the turnip slices and lettuce.

Caledonian orange mousse, brown sugar meringues & citrus fruit salad
Orange glaze (jelly): Bring the juice and
sugar to boil. Dissolve gelatine in cold
water and add to hot orange juice, then
pass through a sieve. Leave to cool in
the fridge for 15 minutes, then pour
over your Caledonian orange mousse.

Orange glaze (jelly)
100ml orange juice
20g sugar
½ gelatine sheet

Brown sugar meringues

Citrus fruit salad
½ a kiwi
4 orange segments
10g pomegranate seeds
4 blackberries
4 blueberries
4 raspberries

Divide the lettuce and aparagus
garnish into 4 shallow bowls or on to
plates. Season trout with a squeeze of
lemon juice, a pinch of salt and serve.

PREPARED BY COLIN WINT, HEAD CHEF, BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA

3 oranges, juiced
1 egg & 2 egg yolks
20g caster sugar
150ml double cream
50ml Boisdale whisky
½ sheet of gelatine

1 large egg white
20g soft dark brown sugar
20g caster sugar
Pinch of table salt

Allow to warm through and then
let it cook without allowing it
to soften. Add the sea kale, peas
and asparagus and toss to coat
in the stock. Add diced butter and
toss to emulsify into a rich buttery sauce. Remove from the heat,
add the herbs and season with salt.

W H AT T O D O

Caledonian orange mousse: Reduce the orange juice by half. Whisk eggs and
sugar until doubled in size. Soak gelatine and add to the reduced orange
juice. Add orange juice to the gelatine
and then into the egg mix, mix for a
further 1 minute and then leave to cool
in the fridge for 15 minutes. Whip double cream and add to egg and orange
mixture. Place in a fridge for 2 hours.

Brown sugar meringues: Put all the ingredients in a bowl and place the bowl
over a pot with hot water whisking
continuously. When mixture becomes
very thick (approx. after 4 minutes of
whisking) take off the heat and place
into a kitchen mixer (or use a handheld mixer). Whisk for 2 minutes.
Transfer the meringue mix into piping
bag and pipe small meringue buttons
onto baking sheets. Leave to dry out on
a top of the oven for 3 hours.
Citrus fruit salad: Peel and cut the kiwi
into small wedges, dice the orange
segments, cut blackberries in half.
Arrange the meringues around the
mousse and garnish with fruit salad.
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DRINKING WITH KEITH FLOYD
A loving close-up of the pioneer chef who was one
of the first to take food out of the studio.

Words by Bill Knott
have had many drinking companions in my life,
many of whom are, surprisingly, still alive. Sadly,
perhaps the finest among them, Keith Floyd, is not.
On November 6, 2009, after a long lunch at Mark Hix’s
restaurant on the Dorset coast, Floyd went home, watched
a documentary about himself on television, and promptly dropped dead. His “heart starters”, as he called them
- large Johnnie Walkers, usually - had finally failed him.
He may, officially, have perished from cardiac arrest,
but it must have been a photo finish with his other vital
organs: as an heroic drinker, a prodigious smoker, and a
man whose idea of exercise was ambling to the nearest
bar, he had not been in the best of health for decades.
Nonetheless, it was a shock. I had known him in one way
or another for more than 20 years, and his death was a
sobering moment.
I first encountered him, as did many others, in 1985. I
was working in a Cambridge pizza restaurant, knocking
out hundreds of mediocre Margheritas to a seemingly
endless flow of chattering language students. One of the
waitresses asked me if I’d seen the new cookery show on
telly the night before. “It’s great!” she told me. “He’s called
Floyd, and he’s a bit mad. And he drinks constantly.”
Quite why she thought the show would appeal to me
I have no idea, but I watched it the following week, and
Floyd on Fish had me hooked. It is a story I have heard
often since, particularly from male chefs: our TV role
models back then were either extremely camp, unremittingly French, or both. Floyd was the first TV cook to take
food out of the studio and look at it in the context of real
life, and he did so with irrepressible irreverence.
From the opening strains of the Stranglers’ Peaches to
the constant slurps of wine and the gentle bullying of his
long-suffering cameraman, it was clear that this was not an
ordinary cookery show. Floyd was a complete natural: other TV cooks lectured their viewers as schoolchildren, but
Floyd reserved his bossiness for the cameraman and the
director, treating the viewer as an intelligent co-conspirator, albeit one who probably didn’t know how to clean a
mussel or use a newspaper to cook a trout. I loved it.
Three years later, I was cooking at a video post-production company in Soho. The brilliant Floyd on France
had started its run, and Floyd’s autobiography, Floyd in
the Soup, had just been released. Hearing that the great
man was signing copies at an Oxford Street bookshop, I
downed tools and joined the queue.

Bow-tied, smaller than I had
imagined, elegantly besuited and
- naturally - taking occasional reviving slurps from a glass of red,
he was charming. He signed my
book “Best Dishes from Floyd”
and doodled a wineglass under
the inscription.
Over the next decade, Floyd made another half dozen TV series and released a dozen books; I, meanwhile,
had opened and closed a catering company, opened and
closed a café in Portobello Road, made puppets for Spitting Image and latex models of women’s pudenda for a
Norwegian medical company, tried my hand at a novel
which was supposed to be set in the future but - thanks
to the time I spent writing it - ended up being set in the
past, and had finally landed a job cooking at a private
members’ club in Mayfair.
The club, Green Street, was deeply decadent and great
fun, but cooking for a bunch of coked-up Young British
Artists and raddled members of the minor aristocracy
was rather dispiriting; in any case, a decade in the kitchen was, I thought, just about enough. When the chance to
help launch a new food and drink magazine came along,
I spied an escape route.
The curiously-named (and short-lived) Eat Soup
launched in September 1996, and I loved it. Released
from subterranean drudgery, I could now travel the world
writing about food and drink, eat at the best restaurants
and drink wines that were well beyond my budget. And
I got paid for it.
Shortly after we launched, I was invited on a press trip
to Ireland to the great Irish whiskey brands. We started
in Dublin and drove down to County Cork, stopping at
the Midleton distillery and staying overnight at the Bluehaven Hotel in Kinsale. As I was enjoying a whiskey and
soda in the crowded bar before dinner, one of the other
journalists tapped me on the shoulder and said “Oi, that’s
your mate Keith Floyd over there!”
And so it was. The reason that I had been described
as Floyd’s “mate” was because I had written an effusive
tribute to him in the first issue of Eat Soup. I scurried up
to my room, retrieved a copy of the magazine and went up
to the bar, and I nearly said “Hello Mister Floyd, I don’t
suppose you remember me from the book signing at Waterstone’s in 1998? Or that time when I went with my
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girlfriend to lunch at The Maltsters, and you were in an
advanced state of refreshment with most of Bath Rugby
Football Club’s back division?”
But I didn’t. I just handed him the magazine.
I had heard that Floyd, having gone disastrously bust
at the aforementioned and ill-starred Maltsters Arms, in
Devon, had retreated to Ireland to lick his wounds, but
I had no idea he was living near Kinsale. He was with
his wife Tess, whom he had married the year before, and
they seemed in good spirits. I bought them a drink – “two
large Black Labels, if you’d be so kind” – while Floyd
leafed through the magazine. I remember being naïvely
surprised that he was drinking whisky, not wine.
The magazine seemed to appeal to him. So it should
have, I suppose, because he was one of the main inspirations for it: without the new wave of aspiring gourmets
that Floyd had done so much to create, I doubt that Eat
Soup would have ever been commissioned, let alone sell
50 000 copies of its first issue. We chatted for ages, and I
turned up to dinner some time during the main course,
greeted by a distinct frown on my host’s brow.
I had asked Floyd if he would mind writing something for
us, and he seemed to like the idea; actually, the first thing he
wrote was a letter to the editor, David Lancaster, describing
how he and his wife had been “accosted in the bar of the
Bluehaven Hotel by a man in a dark suit with much drink
taken, who pressed a copy of his magazine on us. After we
had him ejected, I flicked through it and thought ‘you know,
this isn’t half bad’.” We had a new columnist.
The monthly columns he wrote for us were notable for several things: his vivid descriptions of life in Ireland and Spain;
his pithy - not to say libellous - assessments of various modish restaurants and TV cooks; and his occasionally surreal,
stream-of-consciousness prose, which wove in snatches of
Beatles lyrics, Bob Dylan, Balzac and P. G. Wodehouse.
Mostly, however, they were remarkable for their enormous length, errant spelling and complete disregard for
paragraphs. Underneath each of the faxes was a line saying something like “This is, and remains, absolutely and
totally the property and copyright of Keith Floyd and
must not be changed in any way whatsoever”. In fact,
as he later confessed, he had no idea how to find the
copyright symbol on his computer. We tactfully turned
them into some sort of sense, and he never complained,
although they were still so long that we had to print them
in 6-point type, then continue them on page 94.
The following year I was writing a food column for the
Daily Telegraph, and persuaded my editor that I should fly
to Spain, where Floyd and Tess were now living, to write a
piece about him. He told me to meet him at a bar in Puerto
de la Duquesa on the Costa del Sol.
There was no sign of him when I arrived. I dragged out
my best Spanish and asked the barman whether Mr Floyd
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was expected soon. He stared at me, rather puzzled, and
then said - in a broad Essex accent - “Yew Bill? Bill? Yew
lookin’ fer Floyd?” He looked at his watch. “Yeah, ‘e’ll be
‘ere in a minute.”
Floyd arrived, said hello, muttered something about his
new car not going around corners properly, and ordered a
large Black Label. He and I sat next to a sign which Floyd
plonked on the bar: it had a large arrow and bore the legend “Golf-Free Zone”. Floyd had no problem with the concept of a 19th hole, but loathed the other 18, especially the
post-mortem bragging that they generated in his bar.
We chatted about the piece I was planning: since Floyd was
in his customary state of hostilities with the Inland Revenue,
he wanted to make it clear that his rather nice villa (or “bungaloid on a housing estate”, as he described it) was rented,
not bought, and that I should, on balance, probably refrain
from mentioning either his boat or his sports car.
The car turned out to be a Pegaso, made by a Spanish
company that specialised in making trucks. It looked beautiful, but handled like a tank on an ice rink, as Floyd amply
demonstrated on the short, terrifying drive back to his villa.
Floyd and Tess were married for 13 years before they
divorced in 2008, but I never quite worked out how they
lasted so long together. Their rows were ferocious, and
never more so than in Spain. Since there was only one
bar they liked, they would take it in turns to drink savagely in it, before grabbing one or other car and careering
back to the villa, often passing the other en route: I am
amazed they never actually collided. Communication was
conducted by a series of notes on the kitchen table, notes
that became increasingly vitriolic as the night wore on.
I, meanwhile, felt like I was playing a bit part in Who’s
Afraid Of Virginia Woolf.
By morning, though, all seemed forgotten. Tess could
drink as much as Floyd, regularly did, and actually handled it better: but their joint whisky consumption was
phenomenal, and started at 10 in the morning. Floyd, in
a rather futile attempt to placate the medical profession,
put ice in his drink; Tess had no such qualms. And they
both smoked like chimneys. I came to the conclusion that
their ritualistic drinking and sparring was simply the
only way that they could cope with each other.
What, though, of the relentless quest for local culture
and classic peasant food that was the hallmark of his television shows? In fact, apart from his antipathy to golf,
his life on the Costa del Sol was much like any other British ex-pat: satellite TV, endless drinking, sausages on the
barbecue, and constant struggles with local bureaucracy
to sort out everything from telephone lines to gas canisters, not helped by a tenuous grasp of Spanish.
Floyd’s favourite time of the week was Sunday afternoon, especially if Bath were playing rugby. He would
settle in front of the TV (with a bottle of Black Label, nat-
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urally) and pick at Tess’s excellent shepherd’s pie, occasionally putting down glass, fork, cigarette and HP Sauce
to bellow obscenities at an incompetent referee.
They moved to France the following year, to a little village near Avignon called Montfrin, pronounced “MonFRANG” in Provençal dialect. When I first visited, Floyd
picked me up from Nîmes Airport in his Bentley, which
made a welcome change from the intractable Pegaso.
He was in ebullient mood. “It’s a nice house, Knotty,
you’ll love it. And it’s got a bloody great wine cellar: trouble is, there’s no wine in it. So what I thought we’d do
over the next week, if you don’t mind, is go around a few
vineyards and stock it up. We’ll do some tastings - you
can tell me it smells of bloody apricots or whatever - and
then we’ll do a bit of shopping in the market in Avignon,
bugger off for a spot of lunch, then come home and do a
bit of cooking. All right with you?” Of course it was.

It’s a nice house, Knotty, you’ll love it.
And it’s got a bloody great wine cellar.
His handsome detached house was close to the centre
of the village, set back from the road and with an acre or
so of garden and woods behind it. It boasted (as they say
in estate agent circles) a rather beautiful, sunflower-yellow kitchen, strings of garlic and piments rouges hanging
from its high ceiling. “Can you believe it? The French lot
who owned it before used to cook in there!” he said in
disbelief, pointing at a dank scullery.
In Montfrin, Floyd was in his element. Many years before, he had the temerity, as a Brit, to open a restaurant
in l’Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, just the other side of Avignon,
serving classic French dishes to surprised locals and the
hordes of visitors to the town’s weekly antique market. It
had failed - all Floyd’s restaurants failed eventually, for
one reason or another - but it had left him with an enduring love of the southern Rhône, its people and its cuisine.
He spoke perfect French, too; unlike Tess, who had a constant struggle trying to communicate with builders, decorators, and anyone else who resolutely refused to speak English. She had decamped to Oxfordshire for the first week I
spent in Montfrin, which left Floyd and me with the house
to ourselves. His promised itinerary worked as planned until after lunch, when he, felled by snifters, would retire for
a snooze, and I would do what I could with the produce we
had garnered from Les Halles in Avignon.
I had stashed a copy of Floyd on France in my luggage,
reasoning that if I followed his recipes I could at least tell
him it was his fault if anything went wrong; thankfully,
it rarely did, although Floyd’s appetite, since most of his
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calories came from a bottle, was always weak, except for
pudding, which he loved. We would pack up the leftovers
of, say, a pot au feu, in plastic tubs and take them in the
evening to the bar in the main square, where Floyd would
exchange them for whatever was in season - cherries,
apricots, shallots, artichokes, melons - with the local
farmers who frequented the bar: les vieux cons, as he affectionately called them.
Drinking was, naturally, a constant motif. As well as
the omnipresent Black Label, Floyd would buy two bottles of pastis: 51 for him, and Ricard for me. There was
wine, too, from the now well-stocked cellar. There were
drinks with the vieux cons - “un pastis, s’il vous plaît,
bien glacé” - and in other bars all over the district, the
scuzzier the better, especially if the clientele consisted of
blue-jacketed workmen who liked rugby.
I turned up to Montfrin on one occasion with a bottle of
Krug: sacrilege, I know, but we customised it with a syrup made from wild strawberries, sugar and cognac, and
drank it in the garden while Floyd’s pet ferrets scurried
around. It was delicious. We spent the rest of the week in
the usual way: drinking, talking about almost everything
but food, going out for lunch and generally lounging
about. As he always did, he drove me to the airport,
saying “Thank God you’re going, Knotty. Now I can get
back to eating what I really like.” This meant the contents
of one of his kitchen cupboards, gleefully stacked with
Bird’s custard, Gentleman’s Relish and Fray Bentos pies.
It was the last time I saw him in France. I visited him a
few times in Oxfordshire - he and Tess had taken a small
house in Faringdon - and, a few months before he died, I
had booked a flight to go and see him in Montfrin with his
new partner, Celia. I had even bought him, at his request,
a shooting stick, which I planned to have engraved with
the legend “Floyd’s Country Seat”. But he was too ill by
then to leave hospital in Spain, and I never saw him again.
I talked to him a few times, though. He had seen a preview of the Channel 4 documentary that would be broadcast the night he died, and was slightly perturbed that the
producers had left in his tirade about TV chefs, whom he
described - thinking that it would be cut - as a “bunch of
cunts”. None of them bothered to turn up to his funeral,
so he may have had a point.
A few days later, the day before he died, he called me
to chat about the launch party for his soon-to-be-released
autobiography. He seemed in good spirits, and - remarkably, since it was late afternoon - he was sober.
The book party, held a week or so after his funeral,
turned into an especially bibulous wake. I think that, for
once, the rather sanctimonious cliché is entirely appropriate: it is, undoubtedly, exactly what he would have
wanted.
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C O N S E R VAT I V E V I C T O RY ?
Bruce Anderson on Europe, Cameron, gay marriage
May 2015 elections.

and what will happen between now and

Words by Bruce Anderson
ritish elections usually come down to a contest
between two slogans. The first is “time for a
change”; the second, “the country is doing well.
Don’t let the other lot ruin it.” If that holds true next time,
one might assume that the Tories had nothing to fear. David Cameron is the dominant figure in British politics. He
has led the country out of the Great Recession. The pilot
who weathered the storm, he never wavered even at the
darkest moments.
He has also set out to reform welfare and education,
subjects which even Margaret Thatcher side–stepped.
By the time of the Election, he should have preserved
the Union, and he is determined to renegotiate the UK’s
relations with Europe. By any standards, that is an impressive record.
Opposite him, there are the Milipede and the Pit Balls
Terrier. Ed Miliband would be out of his depth in a toddlers’ paddling pool. Though Mr Balls has more ability,
he does not seem able to use it, and often talks up to his
name – when he is not grimacing or making hand–signals,
which is how he spends his time on the Labour Front
Bench. He ought to have other priorities. After three and a
half years, what is Labour’s economic policy? An Opposition without a clear economic policy is about as useful as
a one–legged man in an arse–kicking contest.
So why is Mr Cameron not a certainty? There are a number of related explanations. The first is that the big picture
diverges from the narrow arithmetic. The PM has to translate his dominance into seats and that is hard, for two reasons. The Parliamentary boundaries are out of date. The
Tories probably need a six–point lead over Labour just to
win the same number of seats. Second, there is Ukip.
Nigel Farage’s party appeals to malcontents everywhere: to people who believe that the country is going
to the dogs while the political elite is incompetent and
out of touch. There are former Liberal voters who think
like that: the Liberals have always been a spittoon party, ready to offer a receptacle to anyone who is unhappy
about anything. There are also fed–up working class Labour voters, who feel nothing in common with Hampstead Lefties. But the majority of Ukip voters come from
the Tories.
Although Europe is the focal point of their grievances,
their disillusion goes wider. They blame successive governments for failing to tackle crime and to control immigration. They feel that the country has changed, usually
for the worse, and that the Conservative party has failed
to live up to its name.
It is not easy to win them back. In retrospect, as several
senior Tories recognise, this was not the right moment to
legalise homosexual marriage. To many disgruntled right–
wingers, that seemed to symbolise the soft liberalism of an
out–of–touch leadership.
Those who hold that view have an early opportunity to
take their revenge. The European elections were ideally designed for Ukip. In part, all mid–term contests are a referen-

dum on the question: “does the
government deserve a kick in the
pants?” It is never easy for the Noes
to prevail. In the local government
elections, the Tories could at least
argue that a Labour council would
mean higher bills and worse services. But who cares about the
composition of the European
Parliament?
The Euro–elections were a benefit match for Ukip. Yet
wise Tories will not be excessively alarmed by the result.
After the fuss dies down, the Tory party has two arguments which it can bring to bear. The first is “vote Farage,
get Miliband”. The second, that if you do not want a referendum on Europe, you have a wide range of choice.
You can vote Labour or Liberal, Monster Raving Loony
or Ukip. None of them would or could bring you a referendum. Only the Tories will do that. If the Tories win
the Election, there will be a renegotiation followed by a
referendum. The British people will be able to decide.
Those are good arguments, as long as David Cameron
ensures that they are forcefully made. There we arrive at
a problem which goes beyond Europe. This government
is often accused of being obsessed by spin and in thrall
to public relations. That is the opposite of the truth. Its
media operation is chronically weak. There has been no
effective replacement for Andy Coulson, who had been
an effective operator. We are all used to politicians who
exaggerate their achievements. This lot understate theirs.
The radical changes to education and welfare are popular, once voters hear about them. But not nearly enough
people do hear. Obsessed by PR? On Madison Avenue,
this lot would not get a job as a shoe–shine boy.
No wonder so many Tories are anxious. Yet ultimately,
the Cameroons are likely to confound their supporters’
anxieties. David Cameron has been described as the “essay crisis” Leader; the fellow who leaves it desperately
late, but then addresses himself to his desk and a pot of
black coffee, till dawn brings daylight and a first–class essay. There is truth in that charge, which is also a testimony to Mr Cameron’s self confidence. Moreover, it could
be argued that until the economy had recovered, most
people only wanted an answer to the one big question:
when is the pain going to stop? Until then, voters would
merely have been irritated by other political initiatives.
The recovery is taking place; even Ed Balls cannot deny
that. His evident dismay at every announcement of economic good news proves that political ineptitude is not a
Tory monopoly. So what will happen between now and
May 2015? To adapt the words of that sometime Tory
leader, the Duke of Wellington, there will be a lot of hard
pounding. So who will pound the hardest? It is impossible to believe that a Prime Minister with so much to
his credit could be out–pounded by the Milipede and the
new recruit to the register of dangerous dogs.
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S E V E BALLESTER O S : T H E F IL M
The new film ‘Seve’ by Oscar and Bafta winning producer Stephen Evans. His previous
films include The Madness of King George, Henry V, Wings of a Dove, Much Ado
About Nothing, and Peter’s Friends.

Words by Stephen Evans
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SEVERIANO "SEVE" BALLESTEROS WAS ONE OF THE SPORT'S LEADING FIGURES FROM THE
MID–1970S TO THE MID–1990S. A MEMBER OF A GIFTED GOLFING FAMILY, HE WON MORE THAN
90 INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENTS IN AN ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER, INCLUDING FIVE MAJOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS BETWEEN 1979 AND 1988: THE OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP THREE TIMES,
AND THE MASTERS TOURNAMENT TWICE. HE GAINED ATTENTION IN THE GOLFING WORLD
IN 1976, WHEN AT THE AGE OF 19 HE FINISHED SECOND AT THE OPEN.

eople naturally don’t fully get the gestation process of a feature film. With the odd exception,
it always takes much longer than the producer
thinks. Almost three years ago I was going down to
Royal Ascot with my wife Lyn. For whatever reason
on the drive I thought I should make a film about the
golfer Severiano Ballesteros. My host at Ascot was a
guy called George O’Grady, who a 100 years ago was
in my golf team at university. Another guest there was
Michael King (known as Queenie at Sunningdale Golf
Club). He had played Ryder Cup with Seve – a good
omen! I slowly began to think after copious quantities
of champagne and red wine that this idea might make
total sense.
It was financially for me a bad day at the races. As
my bets went slowly backwards, my smile increasingly broadened at my idea of “Seve the Movie”. Even
the following day, with my hangover clouding my

judgement, I left convinced I had a unique idea and I
must take hold of it. With the support of the European
Golf Tour I did. My two sons, Romily and Jonathan
and I began trying to acquire the rights to Seve’s archive material. Should be straightforward I thought.
Got it wrong as usual! All sorts of problems arose.
A feuding family. Complications in legal work but
mainly problems I created myself. Having got the rights,
I also had it in my mind to make an unusual film.
I thought there is nothing more interesting than, not
just watching a film on an unusual genius (Seve), but
finding out where he came from and why he hit the peak
of his sport so early. (World no 1 at 22 years of age.)
So I decided to make it part totally cinematic about
Seve’s background and his early years and then show
the flavour of his genius and the road to his sad premature death.
The second part of the film showing the mature
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Seve was not too difficult. I had all the archive footage through till the end. I had created a much harder problem in trying to find a young boy to play the
young Seve. Should be easy I thought. Wrong as usual. There must be good young golfers in Spain (say 10
to 15 years of age) who look good, have a style and can
play golf to quite a decent level. Wrong again. I must
have seen 60 young golfers during the second year
of development in Spain. Some were good looking,
some could play decent golf, but none had the combined abilities and that distinctive Seve charisma that
you can stamp on the screen. By this time, if the police had raided my laptop, I’d have been suspected of
gay paedophilia – nothing wrong with gay by the way.
Rightly, I gave up. Had a meeting at Seve’s old golf
club the following day to meet Jamie who was going
to help me get by with my total lack of knowledge of
Spanish. I was forced to tell him that I had no need
for his services. His riposte was that he knew someone
who would be perfect. Given that this was what all parents, when asked, had told me about their sons I was
not excited. Never ask parents their views on whether
or not their children should star in your movie.

So I decided to make it part totally cinematic
about Seve’s background and his early years
and then show the flavour of his genius and
the road to his sad premature death.
Fortunately serendipity takes over. “Ok,” I replied to
this guy. “I’ll stay a day to meet him.” Cut to the following day. I meet their young boy, Jose Louis. My immediate reaction can only be described as “Wow”. He was,
and is, delightful, charming, clever. His golf? Well, I
took him out to play some shots. It’s “Wow” again. I
introduced him to my director a week later. He had a
similar view. Just as well, really, otherwise he would
not have been directing.
The movie ultimately took place. Obviously further
complications occurred otherwise it could hardly be a
movie. As usual there was a small hole in the budget,
but I managed to get a good friend to fill it. We shot the
film in September and October last year. Although the
young Seve, Jose Louis, I did get wrong. He was even
better than I thought. Thank God the weather lived up
to beyond my hopes. When you produce a movie the
editor inevitably plays a significant role, particularly
in this type of film. The problem that I was aware of
was that it started out as a hybrid film, half in cinematic form and half as documentary. I thought we would
fully make the film and then somehow intercut it. Tariq
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Anwar, the editor, (The King’s Speech, etc.) had more
revolutionary ideas. Tariq said: “let’s start intercutting
on day one”. I endorsed it. Thank Goodness! It’s now
all in the can. The music has been done, the grading
is almost finished. More than probably anyone else involved in this film, I have seen it so many times – certainly at least 100 times.
The good news is I’m proud to talk about it and even
prouder to show it - as I did, albeit in very primitive
circumstances when I went to the annual Boisdale
Bash at the Habanos Cigar Festival in Havana. I took
over an out-of-date DVD and showed it at the National
Hotel to those on the trip and a bunch of rather charming Cubans. I was embarrassed by the low-grade quality of the film, but at the end there was barely a dry eye
in the house and the praise was effusive. I wasn’t surprised by the politeness of the Cubans, but I certainly
was by my new Boisdale friends! Charming comments
are what a producer feeds on, but he or she rightly must
only endorse them when “the fat lady sings”. Nevertheless we did naturally all smoke cigars afterwards.
Boisdale has been where I have had so many meetings – with the European Tour, with Seve’s Caddies,
financiers, and other waifs and strays. So it is appropriate that the premiere is at Boisdale of Belgravia on
23 June along with a premiere screening at the Chelsea
Curzon the same day.
It is being released nationally in the UK on 27 June
by Entertainment on 150 screens. They have released
among others, Lord of the Rings, Sex in the City and,
more recently, American Hustle.

LEFT: PRODUCER STEPHEN EVANS
AT BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA WITH
BARBARA WIDERA, MARKETING DIRECTOR OF THE BOISDALE GROUP.

IN VINO VERITAS

n.1

“If you drink, don’t drive. Don’t even putt.”
D e a n M a rt in
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S PE CTATO R C IG A R AWA R D S D I N N E R 2 0 1 4
Boisdale are proud to announce, in association with Cigar Journal Magazine and C.Gars Ltd,
that The 2014 Spectator Cigar Awards Dinner & Vintage Cigar Auction will be held at Boisdale
of Canary Wharf on Monday 1 December 2014. Tickets are £250 each and include a luxury champagne
reception, a three-course dinner with sensational wines, cognac and malt whiskies after dinner,
a goody bag and no less than seven handrolled,premium cigars for every guest.
Nick Hammond, joint winner of The Spectator Cigar writer of the Year Award 2013, remembers last year’s dinner:
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here is a collective of movie producers at the bar. I’m
not entirely sure what the correct plural would be –
a murder or a gaggle, perhaps? Whatever it is, their
company is riveting. As well as exchanging hair-raising Hollywood tales, the group are discussing their favourite cigars.
That’s what most people are doing, incidentally; chatting
about cigars. Whether literally or figuratively, cigars are
never far from lips on this extraordinary evening under the
skyscrapers of East London’s Canary Wharf.
I’m at Boisdale of Canary Wharf for the inaugural Spectator Cigar Awards Dinner 2013, founded by Boisdale, and
sponsored by JEANRICHARD watches of Switzerland,
founded in 1681. The event is also in association with London cigar merchant C.Gars Ltd and FOREST – Freedom Organisation for the Right to Enjoy Smoking Tobacco.
Other sponsors of the glittering evening include legendary
names in luxury: Baron de Rothschild-Lafite and LVMH.
Pop stars, musicians, actors and the great and the good from
all over the world mingle for a pre-dinner smoke and Belvedere Martinis on the Boisdale Cigar Terrace. And of course,
they are joined by the murder of movie producers, including Stephen Evans (‘The Madness of King George’), Mikael
Håfström (whose most recent blockbuster is the Arnie and
Sly vehicle, ‘Escape Plan’), Alan Greenspan (‘Donnie Brasco’) and Marc Sinden (film, theatre and TV impresario).
Of course Boisdale founder, Ranald Macdonald, is on
hand, putting final touches to months of planning and
preparation. And he’s joined at the top table by Andrew
Neil, pressman, TV broadcaster and Chairman of the British
institution that is The Spectator.
An avid cigar smoker himself, Andrew Neil has backed
the awards with the Spectator name. It is destined to become one of the world’s most prestigious cigar events.
As well as an incredible dinner menu featuring the best
of Scotland’s moors, lochs and rivers, there is an awards
ceremony to be held. Categories include Terrace of the Year,
Retailer of the Year, Writer of the Year and Cigar Smoker of
the Year.
Already, many of the guests have attended a massive cigar auction downstairs, where C.Gars Ltd knocked down in
excess of £500,000 worth of aged, vintage and mature Havanas, including rare Dunhill and Davidoff cabinets which
have been carefully laid down for decades. It is probably
the biggest single cigar auction ever held and cigar lovers
from Texas, Tokyo, Biarritz, Stockholm, Los Angeles, Edinburgh, Geneva, New York and Hong Kong have all gathered
here to be part of the momentous evening.
And now, the 250 guests in cocktail dresses, dinner jackets, smoking jackets and even a fez or two, are gathered for
cocktails and Arturo Fuente cigars on the Boisdale Cigar
Terrace. Waitrose Managing Director Mark Price, 1980’s
poster boy Simon Le Bon, socialite Nancy Dell’Olio, newspaper magnate Lawson Muncaster and bankers from the
city’s finance hub swell the gathering. Former Liverpool
Premier League footballer Julian Dicks is here, too, as is jazz

musician Michael Lington.
The evening chill is dispelled by humour, a drink and a
smoke, and guests are soon invited upstairs to take their
seats. The menu is a roll call of great Scottish fare and
cooking: diver-caught Mull scallops, roast dry aged fillet of
Aberdeenshire Angus, Claret braised oxtail, and finally
British farmhouse cheeses with fresh pear and oatcakes.
Wines include Krug Grand Cuvée, Dom Perignon 2003, an
exquisite Blason de L’Evangile 2010 Pomerol, followed by
Hennessy XO and Glenmorangie Lasanta.
The evening grows louder. Tables of guests stretch back
beyond the twinkling lure of the Whisky Bar (700+ whiskies, anyone?) and laughter and the chink of glasses fills the
room. Suitably fortified, the crowd awaits the big event, and
Andrew Neil has his work cut out hearing himself above
the hubbub of guests in a packed restaurant enjoying themselves.
When at last some decorum is achieved, the biggest cheer
of the night goes to the legendary owner of Davidoff of St
James’s, Edward Sahakian. The announcement that this
great store is the recipient of the Retailer of the Year gong is
greeted with a standing ovation for the ever-smiling Sahakian. A more popular winner you will not find.
The Cigar Terrace of the Year Award is shared by two opulent London hotels; The Wellesley, the ‘new kid’ on the
block in Knightsbridge, and The Lanesborough’s Garden
Room (currently closed, like the rest of the hotel, for a massive refurbishment programme).
I’m fortunate enough to share the Cigar Writer of the Year
Award with Wall Street Journal’s wine man, Will Lyons, and
finally it’s time for the big one: Cigar Smoker of the Year.
Messages of support from well-known cigar lovers Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Sylvester Stallone are read out. Both
promise to attend next year. A raffish Simon Le Bon is finally
announced as the winner to a loud musical fanfare of Wild
Boys - a nod to his famous past as frontman for Duran Duran.
Le Bon is presented with a humidor of Cohibas and a JEANRICHARD watch valued at an eye-watering £15,000.
The fun is by no means over. The crowd spills downstairs
to the bar, the Cigar Library and the terrace, for a long-awaited smoke and drink. It’s the chance to mingle with winners,
runners and riders and get to know the UK cigar industry
face to face. There is even time for a vote on the best Champagne match with a cigar; Krug just pips Dom Perignon.
Over a Fuente Opus X, and a large Hennessy XO, I retire to
a quiet corner of the terrace to mull over the evening’s events.
It’s great to see the UK cigar scene standing up to be counted
and the inaugural Spectator Cigar Awards have been enjoyed
by all. This party will continue long into the night.
The C.Gars Ltd Vintage Cigar Auction will be held before the Awards dinner at 3.30pm. Tickets to dinner entitles guests to attend the auction should they wish. Contact
Susanna@boisdale.co.uk or tel 020 7730 6922 for ticket sales.
If you only wish to attend just the auction 2014, please see
www.cigarauctions.co.uk or contact sales@cgarsltd.co.uk.
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ANTI-CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT:
Simon Le Bon accepts his award with
customary humility at the Spectator Cigar
Smoker of the Year 2014; David Lewis,
Chairman of Hunters and Frankau (right)
and Robert Good of Segar & Snuff Parlour in Covent
Garden; Journalist & broadcaster Andrew Neil (left) with
film director, actor & theatre producer Marc Sinden; Julian
Dicks, English former footballer, manager & professional
golfer; English society and celebrity photographer Richard
Young; Mrs & Mr Mitchell Orchant, Managing Director of
C.Gars Ltd; Hollywood Film Director Mikael Håfström
and Nancy Dell’Olio.
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W H AT ’S S M O K I N G !
M I T C H E L L O R C H A N T ’ S FA B U L O U S F I V E
Our cigar guru Mitchell Orchant is Managing Director of the UK’s leading cigar merchant
C.GARS Ltd and founder and host of the world’s largest annual auction of vintage Cuban cigars.

Words by Mitchell Orchant
ife is never dull in the world of cigars. For those
who don’t know, C.Gars Ltd was established on
the internet back in 1997. We acquired Turmeaus
Tobacconist, who have a rich history in the cigar business dating back to 1817 and are the second oldest cigar
specialist in the UK, and we also bought Robert Graham
Ltd, the oldest specialist cigar merchant in Scotland, established in 1874. From humble beginnings (just me and
co-director Laura!) we now operate in 10 locations, 24
hours a day, every day of the year, and deliver to every
corner of the globe. Our sales and service team numbers
almost 50 highly trained and passionate personnel.
My role in the business has changed over the years and
now I’m responsible for predominantly new product development. That basically means I see a lot of friends and
smoke a lot of cigars …. Life could be worse! I like to
advise clients to ‘smoke less but smoke the best’. Your cigar experience should always be the finest. Punctuating a
celebration or quiet moments of relaxation, on your own
or with friends, nothing will better the joy of a fine cigar.

We have the largest range and stocks in the UK and the
fastest delivery. Our entire range is available in singles
as well as full boxes so it’s fun for clients to mix and
match and try out new cigars. We also guarantee the best
prices. I like to think of C.Gars Ltd as the amazon.com
of the cigar industry!
Our cigar auctions go from strength to strength and in
addition to the fabulous, if not outrageous, event Ranald
and I put together with the Spectator in December (The
Spectator Cigar Smoker of the Year Dinner ), we have
also been running substantial spring and summer online
auctions at http://www.onlinecigarauctions.com, which
have been incredibly popular and successful.
C.Gars is in fact the only auction house in the world to
run regular vintage cigar auctions and both our buyers
and sellers are from all over the world. We always have
a wide variety of vintage Cuban Davidoff and Dunhill,
pre- embargo, limited edition, aged and mature cigars
on offer, and no doubt some bargains can be had on this
excellent and transparent sales forum.

THE CIGARS OF SERIOUS MERIT THAT I AM CURRENTLY
ENJOYING AND PARTICULARLY RECOMMENDING
AS MY FABULOUS FIVE ARE
LA FLOR DE CANO GRAN CANO:

BOLIVAR BELICOSOS FINOS:
Long one of my all-time favourites but
now better than ever as we have just released our 2007 vintage boxes. At 5 1/2”
length and 52 ring gauge this cigar is
sweetness and spice throughout with a
mouth-watering dark and oily wrapper.
Presented in dress boxes of 25 cigars.

I look forward to meeting new and old
clients at my cigar shops and am always
delighted to advise simply drop me an email at
sales@cgarsltd.co.uk
Peaceful puffing!

One of the finest Havana cigars, delicately balanced light to medium
strength and sweet flavour characteristic, this cigar is exclusive to the UK
market with only 5,000 boxes of 10 cigars made.

PARTAGAS GRAN RESERVA
A double corona measuring in at 7 5/8”
length and 49 ring gauge. Made with
tobacco from the highly rated 2007 har-

INKA – SECRET BLEND BOMBASO:

vest. This limited edition of 5,000 cabiROMEO Y JULIETA RESERVA:

This brand is in fact our best-selling

nets of 15 beautifully crafted cigars are

‘New World’ cigar range. 100% made

A churchill measuring 7” length and

not only a splendid cigar to smoke but

by hand from the finest long filler Peru-

47 ring gauge and presented in 5,000

also likely to become a most desirable

vian tobacco, this cigar is ‘the bomb’, an

limited edition cabinets of 20 cigars. An

cigar investment that will appreciate in

explosion of sweet flavours on the pal-

iconic cigar using the best tobacco har-

value much like previous limited edition

ate and measuring in at 4” length and

vested in 2008.

‘Gran Reserva’.

60 ring gauge.
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SUNDAY JUNE 15 2014 - 1:00PM

L O N D O N ’ S GREATEST LIVE M U S I C R E S TA U R A N T

BOISDALE
M O N D AY
J U N E 16 2014

T U ESD AY
J U N E 17 2014

WED N ESD AY
J U N E 18 2014

T H U R SD AY
J U N E 19 2014

31

FRIDAY JUNE 20 2014 - 9:45PM

“BCW has become London’s no. 1 jazz
venue,with year-round jazz calendar. This is
a real supper-club with wonderful
‘Boisdale’ food and a terrific atmosphere.”

“The world’s most individualistic
style bar and restaurant.”
H O T T IC KET S

SATURDAY JUNE 21 2014 - 9:45PM

TAT L E R R E S TA U R A N T G U I D E

“One of the very best meals that I have
enjoyedin London. Excellent service,
presentation and atmosphere.”

“Few places in the city offer more
phenomenal sights,gastronomic calibre
or levels of service.”

L O N D O N E AT I N G

N EWS P R ESS
TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818
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Summer 2014

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT

SUNDAY JUNE 22 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
JUNE 23 2014

J.P NEW TON S INGS A ND S WINGS
THE GRE AT A M E RICA N S ONGBOOK

Collectors Issue no.1

SUNDAY JUNE 29 2014 - 1:00PM

T U ESD AY
J U N E 24 2014

MONDAY
JUNE 30 2014

TUESDAY
JULY 01 2014

T H U R SD AY
J U N E 26 2014

WEDNESDAY
JULY 02 2014

THURSDAY
JULY 03 2014

Philadelphia–born J.P Newton’s brand
of sophisticated piano jazz could melt the
hardest of hearts. From smoky jazz through
to barroom confessionals, J.P swings his way
through the Great American Songbook. A
perfect shot of cocktail jazz to help ease you
into the week.

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 25 2014
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33

FRIDAY JUNE 27 2014 - 9:45PM

FRIDAY JULY 04 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY JUNE 28 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY JULY 05 2014 - 9:45PM

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818
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Summer 2014

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT

SUNDAY JULY 06 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
JULY 07 2014

J.P NEW TON S INGS A ND S WINGS
THE GRE AT A M E RICA N S ONGBOOK
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SUNDAY JULY 13 2014 - 1:00PM

T U ESD AY
J U LY 08 2014

MONDAY
JULY 14 2014

TUESDAY
JULY 15 2014

T H U R SD AY
J U LY 10 2014

WEDNESDAY
JULY 16 2014

THURSDAY
JULY 17 2014

Philadelphia–born J.P Newton’s brand
of sophisticated piano jazz could melt the
hardest of hearts. From smoky jazz through
to barroom confessionals, J.P swings his way
through the Great American Songbook. A
perfect shot of cocktail jazz to help ease you
into the week.

WEDNESDAY
JULY 09 2014

34

35

FRIDAY JULY 11 2014 - 9:45PM

FRIDAY JULY 18 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY JULY 12 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY JULY 19 2014 - 9:45PM

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818
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Summer 2014

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT

SUNDAY JULY 20 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
JULY 21 2014

J.P NEW TON S INGS A ND S WINGS
THE GRE AT A M E RICA N S ONGBOOK

Collectors Issue no.1

SUNDAY JULY 27 2014 - 1:00PM

T U ESD AY
J U LY 22 2014

MONDAY
JULY 28 2014

TUESDAY
JULY 29 2014

T H U R SD AY
J U LY 24 2014

WEDNESDAY
JULY 30 2014

THURSDAY
JULY 31 2014

Philadelphia–born J.P Newton’s brand
of sophisticated piano jazz could melt the
hardest of hearts. From smoky jazz through
to barroom confessionals, J.P swings his way
through the Great American Songbook. A
perfect shot of cocktail jazz to help ease you
into the week.

WEDNESDAY
JULY 23 2014

36
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FRIDAY JULY 25 2014 - 9:45PM

FRIDAY AUGUST 01 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY JULY 26 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY AUGUST 02 2014 - 9:45PM

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT
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Summer 2014

SUNDAY AUGUST 03 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
AUGUST 04 2014

J.P NEW TON S INGS A ND S WINGS
THE GRE AT A M E RICA N S ONGBOOK

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT
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SUNDAY AUGUST 10 2014 - 1:00PM

T U ESD AY
A UG U ST 05 2014

MONDAY
AUGUST 11 2014

TUESDAY
AUGUST 12 2014

T H U R SD AY
A UG U ST 07 2014

WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 13 2014

THURSDAY
AUGUST 14 2014

Philadelphia–born J.P Newton’s brand
of sophisticated piano jazz could melt the
hardest of hearts. From smoky jazz through
to barroom confessionals, J.P swings his way
through the Great American Songbook. A
perfect shot of cocktail jazz to help ease you
into the week.

WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 06 2014
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39

FRIDAY AUGUST 08 2014 - 9:45PM

FRIDAY AUGUST 15 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY AUGUST 09 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY AUGUST 16 2014 - 9:45PM

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818
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LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT

SUNDAY AUGUST 24 2014 - 1:00PM

SUNDAY AUGUST 17 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
AUGUST 18 2014

T U ESD AY
A UG U ST 19 2014

WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 20 2014

T H U R SD AY
A UG U ST 21 2014
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MONDAY AUGUST 25 2014 -CLOSED FOR BANK HOLIDAY

WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 27 2014

TUESDAY
AUGUST 26 2014

THURSDAY
AUGUST 28 2014

40
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FRIDAY AUGUST 22 2014 - 9:45PM

FRIDAY AUGUST 29 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY AUGUST 23 2014 - 9:45PM

SATURDAY AUGUST 30 2014 - 9:45PM

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818

LONDON’S GREATEST LIVE MUSIC RESTAURANT
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SUNDAY AUGUST 31 2014 - 1:00PM

MONDAY
SEPT 01 2014

J.P NEW TON S INGS A ND S WINGS
THE GRE AT A M E RICA N S ONGBOOK

T U ESD AY
SEP T 02 2014

Philadelphia–born J.P Newton’s brand
of sophisticated piano jazz could melt the
hardest of hearts. From smoky jazz through
to barroom confessionals, J.P swings his way
through the Great American Songbook. A
perfect shot of cocktail jazz to help ease you
into the week.

WEDNESDAY
SEPT 03 2014

T H U R SD AY
SEP T 04 2014

42

FRIDAY
SEPT 05 2014

SATURDAY
SEPT 06 2014

TO BUY TICKETS PLEASE VISIT
WWW.BOISDALE.CO.UK OR CALL 020 7715 5818
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BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN 1314-2014
Ranald Macdonald yr of Clanranald proposes a new National Day for Scotland.

Words by Ranald Macdonald

lizabeth Windsor would never have been crowned
Queen Elizabeth II had it not been for Scotland’s
greatest victory over the English at the Battle of
Bannockburn on 23 June 1314. (Cecil Beaton,
who took the photograph above after The Coronation on
2 June in 1953, would have been very disappointed!) As
a result, the commemoration of the Battle of Bannockburn should not only be THE national day for Scotland,
but also a day of celebration in England, despite it being
probably the most decisive defeat ever suffered in English history!
Had Bruce not been crowned King Robert I of Scotland as a direct result of winning the battle of Bannockburn, the Stewart dynasty would never have existed and
Elizabeth Windsor would not now be Queen of England.
Robert the Bruce had two wives and 21 children (13 legitimate and 8 illegitimate), but tragically no son survived
him. His eldest daughter Marjorie though, married Walter, 6th Steward of the Royal Household, and their eldest
son became Robert II and the progenitor of the Stewart
dynasty. In 1603 James VI of Scotland inherited England
and became James I of England. His great grandson, who
would have been anointed James III, was not allowed by
parliament to accede to the throne because he was a Roman Catholic. Parliament chose another great grandson
of James I in his place, namely Prince George of Hanover, who, despite not speaking English, became George I
of England. It is from him that our current Royal family
descend.
It is my opinion that the most important day of celebration in the Scottish calendar should be the commemoration of the Battle of Bannockburn, which took place
on 23 June 1314. The popular claimants to this accolade
are St. Andrew’s Day and Burns Night. However, despite
his genius, wit and charm, Robbie Burns was not really of momentous historic importance to Scotland, and
although our patron saint St. Andrew was undoubtedly
gallant and virtuous he was sadly not of Scottish descent.
In fact, he was Greek, which is one better than the patron
saint of England, St. George, who was entirely fictional.

The decisive victory of Robert the Bruce of Scotland,
outnumbered three to one by Edward II of England, at the
Battle of Bannockburn ensured the continuation of Scotland’s independence and established Robert the Bruce
as Scotland’s greatest national hero. It is probably not
commonly appreciated that Scotland is one of the most
ancient sovereign kingdoms in Christendom and was
unified under Kenneth MacAlpine in 840 AD. This is a
century or more before England was deemed a kingdom
under Edgar and more than a thousand years before the
formation of Italy and Germany.
Interestingly, as a result, Scotland from the Dark to Middle Ages held in relative terms a far more powerful and
influential position in Northern Europe than it has done
in more modern times after the more powerful nations of
Europe had evolved to preeminence. Another pertinent
aspect of this great victory which supports its suitability
as the National Day for Scotland is that Bruce’s force on
the field represented a unified Scotland and was made up
of men from the Hebrides, Highlands and Lowlands who
all fought together as a nation at Bannockburn. By the
15th century there was increasing division and enmity
between Highlanders and Lowlanders and, until the 19th
century, Highland culture and the Gaelic language were
denigrated and scorned by the economically more powerful Lowland Scotland. Now, ironically, the absolute
symbols of Highland heritage i.e. the clans, tartan and the
kilt are regarded as central to Scotland’s national identity.
Even the name for Scotland’s greatest export, whisky, is
derived from the Gaelic uisge beatha meaning “the water
of life”. So it would seem highly appropriate to have a
national day of celebration that reminds us of a united
Scotland on its most glorious day under its greatest King,
rather than of a Lowland poet or a canonized Greek. Finally, I am somewhat amused that, in the context of the
forthcoming Scottish referendum, most fervent supporters of independence will toast Bannockburn as a potent
symbol of their cause, as I will be raising a glass to
the battlefield conception of a dynasty from which the
United Kingdom of Great Britain was born.
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SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE 2014?
Chairman of New Century media, former MP and Director of Public Affairs
at British Airways on why we are better off staying together.

Words by David Burnside

DAVID BURNSIDE DEBATING AT THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

lex Salmond is doing well to position himself as
the 21st century version of Braveheart although
– as my old friend Alan Cochrane, the Scottish
Editor of the Telegraph, commented well before Salmond
embarked upon his recent stringent diet – he should be
more accurately referred to as Bravebelly.
The referendum vote on whether Scotland goes independent or stays as an integral part of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland will
have serious consequences for every part of the United
Kingdom, not just Scotland. Both sides of the campaign
are seeking endorsement and support from all sections of
society to influence the popular vote on September 18.
As a lifelong Ulster Unionist of proud Scots descent,
I recognise that we all have a responsibility to play our
part in the referendum debate – even if it is only the Scots
who will have a vote. Those commentators and so–called
election campaigning experts – even those within our own
pro–Union camp– who say we should just leave it to the
Scots, are making a fundamental mistake.
The political parties in Scotland have declared themselves on one side or the other. However, in addition to the
Scottish political leaders, every pro–Unionist in the United Kingdom – whether a businessman, footballer, rugby
player, pop star, trade unionist, company chairman, film
star or racing driver who feels strongly about the Union –
should declare where they stand.
Hedging your bets in the most important popular vote that
has taken place in the United Kingdom since the popular
referendum in Northern Ireland in 1973, when the people
of Northern Ireland declared their wish to stay in the United
Kingdom by a vast majority, is simply not acceptable.
There needs to be honesty and bravery from everyone

who wants to maintain the Union because the consequences of defeat will be dire. A separation of Scotland
will not be the end of the story.
If Scotland votes to go it alone the separatist element in
Wales will follow suit and through their own devolved
Assembly, and with Salmond–like popular campaigning,
take up the cause for Wales being “independent and free”.
There could be also be strong nationalist elements in
England who might say: “Why don’t we go independent
and rid ourselves of the financial burden of Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland who are net financial beneficiaries of being part of the UK?”
In Ulster we fought a 40-year campaign in opposition to
vicious terrorism from the IRA aimed at forcing Northern
Ireland out of the UK against the popular opinion. Un-savoury as the Belfast Agreement was to many of us, Northern Ireland is a better place now than it was during The
Troubles. Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness, the IRA
leaders throughout The Troubles, were battled, bribed and
dragged in to a Peace Process that, whilst not perfect, is
better than the years of economic decline, killing, bombing, shooting and terrorism that took place not only in
Northern Ireland but also on the British mainland and
produced reactive loyalist terrorism in the Irish Republic.
If Scotland goes there will be a new IRA – younger men
and women – who will restart their age old battle to rid Ireland of any British presence. This is not scaremongering;
this will be a reality.
So, how do we win the battle for the Union? All campaigns should honestly outline the negative consequences
if the Union is ended. However, much, much more important is for the political, business, sporting, show business,
entertainment, and cultural pro–Union personalities to
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declare why we want to stay together.
Scotland’s proud identity and contribution to the greatness of the United Kingdom is an integral part of the Union which needs to be supported and promoted.
The history of the great Scottish regiments and soldiers
still resonates within communities in Scotland. We remember with thanks the many brave Scottish soldiers who
died defending Northern Ireland.

Why don’t we go independent and
rid ourselves of the financial burden of
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
who are net financial beneficiaries
of being part of the UK ?

48

There should not and will not be a vote along sectarian lines; whilst Rangers’ and Hearts’ supporters will be
automatically in the Union camp, Lord (John) Reid, the
Chairman of Glasgow Celtic, is a strong defender of the
Union. There is no section of Scottish society proud of its
history and culture that is not persuadable to vote for the
Union. The present polls are dangerously fluid. There is
too big a percentage still undecided who could swing the
vote either way.
It is great to see a consensus across Labour, LibDem and
Conservatives in Scotland campaigning for the Union.
Let every Scottish footballer, manager and supporter anywhere in the United Kingdom declare themselves, like

Collectors Issue no.1

Alex Ferguson, for the Union. Let every business leader
throughout the UK, like Bob Dudley of BP, express at least
their major concern of the unforeseeable consequences if
the Union with Scotland is ended. There are ex–pat Scots
in all camps; Sean Connery is free to say from his beach
in the Bahamas that he wants independence; and David
Bowie was right to declare from New York his support for
the Union at the Brit Awards. They may not be on the register in Scotland but they are role models. Role models
persuade and lead the electorate.
Writing for Boisdale – the great Scottish themed restaurant chain in London – means that my message here goes
out to thousands of people in the worlds of business, media and culture. I would appeal to you to think how you
can help declare your support for the Union: do it on your
own personal websites, blog it, tweet it, press release it to
all the Scottish papers and media. Wherever you are from,
declare your support for the Union. Don’t stand aside.
Yes, the Scots will have the final decision on September
18, but there are hundreds of thousands of individuals out
there to whom I appeal. Proud Scots, proud English, proud
Welsh, proud Ulstermen and women declare yourselves.
A narrow defeat of Salmond’s campaign will not stop the
separatist undermining of the Union. Salmond and the
SNP need to be beaten and beaten well. It is winnable, but
only if those of us who believe in the Union are prepared
to make a contribution and speak out.
My friend Ranald Macdonald, proprietor of Boisdale, is
a proud Scot living in England and an integral part of the
Clanranald. Join Ranald and me through this medium of
the Boisdale magazine to help win on September 18.
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CUBAN S O U L
STARSKY & HUTCH star DAVID SOUL has taken full advantage of his British citizenship
by travelling to Cuba to make an Ernest Hemingway documentary.

PHOTOGRAPH BY ©CHRISTOPHER P BAKER

Words by David Soul

50

was first introduced to The Old Man and the Sea
back in 1958 as a 15-year-old kid. Fascinated by
the book that had won the Nobel Prize in literature in 1954 and by the man who’d written it, I
then read everything I could get my hands on by Ernest
Hemingway. And when I learned that he’d made Cuba
his home for 22 years – the island that had inspired that
great novel – where he’d gone to fish and write in peace
– I dreamt of going too. But by then, Cuba was off limits to Americans and has generally remained so to this
day. Cuba, the ‘Pearl of the Caribbean’, is better known
in many circles as the ‘Forbidden Isle’.
The Cuban revolution of 1959, the botched US Bay of
Pigs invasion of 1961 and the Cuban Missile Crisis of
1962 changed the possibility for any of us to go there.
And following Fidel Castro’s installation as Prime Minister and the declaration that Cuba was a Communist state,
the United States government blockaded Cuba, thereby
denying American citizens one of their basic freedoms…
the freedom to travel. Sanctions were codified and that
situation has basically remained unchanged for more
than 50 years with special licenses or illegal entry being
the only tickets ‘in’ for an American citizen.
Ironically, it was only after I had acquired a passport
from an island 3,500 miles away that I was able to visit my neighbour just 90 miles off the shores of Florida.
And now that I held a British passport I could travel to
Cuba with no problem – or so I thought at the time.
Travelling to Havana in 2005, my first port of call had
to be the ‘Finca Vigia’ (‘Lookout Farm’), Hemingway’s
former home – a beautiful 15-acre estate – now the Hemingway Museum, situated on the outskirts of Havana. I
met the directors of the museum, Gladys Rodriguez and
Ada Rosa Rosales, who gave me a personal tour of the

house where everything is preserved pretty much as
it was when Hemingway lived there… as well as the
grounds, where his famous boat PILAR is housed, beautifully mounted under a specially designed protective
shed.
The directors and I became friends and over the years
my wife Helen and I have returned many times. On a visit in September of 2012, director Ada Rosa met me with
a surprising if intriguing request. She said that after 18
years of wild stories and conjecture regarding its disappearance, Hemingway’s last automobile, an iconic 1955
Chrysler New Yorker Deluxe soft top, had turned up in
a jungle garage and had been donated to the museum.
Ada described the ‘phantom’ Chrysler as derelict – a
total wreck – but she was determined to see it restored to
its former glory for display on the grounds of the Finca,
where it would join Hemingway’s beloved boat PILAR.
She said that several US individuals and organizations
devoted to the legacy of Hemingway had offered to help
restore it, but had been warned off by US legal counsel for fear that the Office of Financial Assets Control
(OFAC), an arm of the US Department of the Treasury,
administrators of the ongoing US sanctions against
Cuba, would come down on them.
Fines for individual violations can be very severe depending on the number and intentionality. They can
vary anywhere from $10,000 to $250,000 per violation
with a maximum prison term of up to 10 years depending on the nature of the violation. For example, recently
a European travel company was fined over two million
dollars and the mega management agency, IMG, was
fined $249,000. Of course, I wasn’t aware of all this at
the time.
She also mentioned that the Chrysler Corporation had
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offered to take the car back to the US and do a complete
restoration there, but she’d told them unequivocally,
“No! Cubans have been restoring these classic cars for
years.”
(In fact, Cuban automotive craftsmen are perfectly capable of restoring anything. They are wizards… if only
they had the parts.)
“All they need are the original parts,” she continued.
Well, I agreed completely. At which point, she turned
her logic on me.
“But David, you have a British passport; you can help
us get the parts. Will you?” Ada Rosa pulls no punches.
“Whoa,” I thought. “Now what have I got myself into?”
Point being… although honoured to be asked, I know
absolutely nothing about restoring an automobile. A
panel–beater or a mechanic I am not! Still, after minimal
deliberation and a glance at my wife, I threw caution to
the wind and in spite of reservations said, “Yes”.

At this point it hit me:
There’s a real story here and it’s got
to be documented on film.
Arriving back in London, I didn’t know where to start.
So I ‘googled’ classic car magazines and found Practical Classics listed as the UK’s number one classic car
magazine. I contacted the editor Danny Hopkins with
my story and he jumped on it and immediately offered
the magazine’s help. He also had contacts in the States
whom he believed could source old Chrysler parts and
then, going the extra mile, he got in touch with Lancaster
Insurance (classic car insurers), who kindly offered to
finance both the purchase and shipment of those parts to
Cuba. To avoid complications of the US embargo, Danny
suggested the parts be shipped from the US to the UK
first, before forwarding them on to Cuba.
P R O JEC T N U MB ER T W O :
At this point it hit me: There’s a real story here and it’s
got to be documented on film. So I called my friends at
Red Earth Studio, a top production company based in
London. I met with them, explained what I wanted to do
and although they didn’t have the wherewithal to cover
the production costs, equipment rentals, flights, accommodations, per diems, etc, still, the project excited them
and they offered to defer their fees. So, with my wife’s
blessing, I went into my business account to fund the
trip and the shoot.
Although I took care of the first trip and indeed have funded all subsequent trips, I also contacted my friend, Andrew
Macdonald of Boisdale, CEO of the Esencia Group/Havana
Holdings, operating in Cuba, and he kindly organized cut–
rate accommodations for the team in Havana through Esencia’s Cuban travel agency. Since December 2012, we’ve
managed to source and send three shipments of parts and
our four member production team has travelled to Havana
three times, each time with ground support from Andrew
and Esencia.
The team is fabulous and we’ve shot some extraor-
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dinary footage of people and events as they have occurred – often spontaneously. Greg Atkins is directing
and Adam Docker, photographing. Yes, I’m in the film,
sort of feeling my way through, while my sidekick, Chris
P. Baker, longtime Cuban guide, award–winning travel
writer and expert on all things Cuban, provides translation, information, contacts and sometimes consolation.
The film documents the sourcing and shipment of
parts and the restoration itself. It also captures life in
Havana, as well as following our journey from London to
places like Peterborough and Birmingham in the UK and
to Boston and Washington and Miami and San Francisco
in the US, encountering and dealing with all manner of
surprises and obstacles challenging us along the way.
This restoration of the car has, in a sense, become a
metaphor, demonstrating the passion, the imagination
and ingenuity of life in Cuba and the changes that are
happening in these times. And little by little change is
happening even as the doors are beginning to open and
international investment is being encouraged. Cuba is
on the brink of major growth despite entrenched attitudes about the regime in Cuba by certain powerful
anti–Castro political action groups based in Miami and
their lobbyists in the nation’s capitol.
There is another element that gives this film special
significance and drama. On a recent trip to Washington
DC, I discovered what had not been obvious to me at
the outset of this adventure. As I mentioned, I am now a
British citizen, although I also still hold US citizenship.
As such, I am subject to US law, meaning that technically, when I travel to Cuba or indeed, facilitate the importation of automobile parts through the UK to Cuba, I am
actually doing it as an unlicensed Yank. I am, in fact,
violating US law as defined and regulated by OFAC. But,
the filming must go on and this intrigue has become part
of our story as we continue to document the restoration
of Hemingway’s car.
Meanwhile, I have applied for a license from OFAC
to travel and to ship auto parts into Cuba for the intended cultural purposes and, further, to document the
process. Gratefully, we have the backing of three important members of the US Congress as well as the Cuban
Ministry of Culture supporting us.
Cuban Soul is a darkly comic film exposing the impossible bureaucracy of the Cuban government set against
the frustrating if intransigent pointlessness of an archaic and failed US policy towards Cuba. And in counterpoint, we continue to follow the excitement generated
by the idea of restoring Ernest Hemingway’s ‘55 Chrysler
while providing insight into Cuba, her people, Hemingway’s love of the island and their love for him.
Many challenges still lie ahead, but if we can raise the
investment necessary to complete this film, we will be
able to celebrate the restoration of Hemingway’s classic
automobile for display at the museum and we will be
making a genuine contribution toward opening the door
to free travel and foreign investment. One last personal
note: I think Cuban Soul is a small price to pay to honour
the legacy of an icon – a truly great writer for all the ages,
Ernest Hemingway.

FOR INVESTMENT DETAILS, PLEASE CONTACT CES TERRANOVA
AT +44 (0) 20 7613 1000 OR CES@REDEARTHSTUDIO.COM
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A R E P OL I T ICI A N S T O B L A M E ?
Economic necessities - housing, energy and fuel crisis.

Words by Mark Littlewood

MARK LITTLEWOOD IS DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE INSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS.
HE HAS FORMERLY BEEN CHIEF PRESS SPOKESMAN FOR THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATS
AND THE PRO EURO CONSERVATIVE PARTY.
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he next time you hear politicians pledging to tackle a problem, don’t ask yourself how heartfelt and
well intentioned the solution sounds. Don’t even
ask yourself how grave and serious the problem
is. Ask yourself who caused the problem in the first place.
Groucho Marx once said, “Politics is the art of looking
for trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly and applying the wrong remedies.” What he didn’t say
was that the actions of the political establishment itself
are so frequently the cause of the trouble which is then
hopelessly misdiagnosed and inappropriately treated.
As Western economies have finally started to return
to meaningful levels of economic growth after the disastrous banking crash of 2008, people don’t really seem
to feel any richer. In the UK, the opposition Labour Party has focused relentlessly on what it calls the “cost of
living crisis”. Those on modest or even average incomes
seem to struggle to afford the basic necessities of life – the
rent or mortgage on a reasonable home, the weekly grocery bill and the cost of domestic fuel. Greedy landlords,
profiteering companies, exploitative energy companies
and ungenerous employers are pointed out by politicians
as the baddies who should shoulder the blame and have
their actions curtailed, cut back and censured by a raft of
new laws and regulations.
It’s easy enough to understand the sentiment – who
doesn’t want higher salaries, more easily affordable housing and lower prices? But worthy sentiments don’t necessarily yield sensible solutions. If we dig behind the problems around the cost of living, we find that the actions of
politicians – rather than the actions of the private sector
– are the root cause of basic living costs being so eye–wateringly high.
If house prices in Britain’s capital city continue to rise
as they have done in the last twelve months then in twenty years’ time, the average domestic property in London

will be valued at a ludicrous £10m. Of course, the recent,
extreme rise in house prices in London and the South
East will not persist indefinitely. But any additional uplift in property prices will be on top of what has already
been an absurd increase over the past couple of generations. A home that would have cost you £50,000 in the
early 1970s is likely to be worth about £2,000,000 today.
It’s little wonder that only the affluent and successful
now seem able to get on to the property ladder.

It’s easy enough to understand the sentiment
– who doesn’t want higher salaries,
more easily affordable housing
and lower prices?
The problem isn’t mean–spirited landlords or greedy
construction companies. Nor is it a lack of public sector
housing. About 20% of the housing stock in Britain is
social housing – a higher percentage than in France, Sweden, Denmark or Finland and about four times as high as
Germany, Italy or Ireland. No, the real problem is – quite
simply – a lack of supply. House building in the UK has
crawled to a virtual halt; complex and burdensome planning laws stand in the way of building the homes of the
type and in the locations that people actually want. We
wouldn’t need to bulldoze vast areas of natural beauty to
alleviate this problem. To the surprise of many, only 10%
of land in England is developed and only 5% is under
concrete. If you limit the supply of housing, you force up
the price. The illiberal planning laws brought in by our
politicians are the main cause of the housing crisis.
What about food prices? Even if we saw a dramatic
increase in house building and a commensurate fall in
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property prices, many are concerned about the proliferation of food banks across Britain. Of course, if people
need to spend so much of their income on securing a roof
over their heads, they have less money available to meet
their grocery bill and may even have to rely on charity.
But yet again, we find the political establishment making
things harder for ordinary people, not easier. The notorious European Union Common Agricultural Policy – effectively a tax on food – has a lot to answer for. On some
estimates, if our politicians allowed a liberal, functioning, free market in food, we could expect to see the cost
of food fall by as much as 17%. Rather than complaining about the upsurge in demand for food banks, why
don’t we turn our fire on to the politicians who allow
the protectionist racket of EU agricultural policy to hit
all consumers in the wallet? Once again, politicians are
responsible for exacerbating, not solving, the problems
ordinary citizens face.
How about the little luxuries in life? Do we want drinking alcohol, smoking tobacco or even owning a car to be
the exclusive preserve of the rich? Our political establishment is pushing us ever closer to this reality. Having
already made it horrifically difficult for those on moderate incomes to pay for their housing and their basic groceries, politicians are making it increasingly difficult for
them to enjoy a drink, a smoke or even to drive from A
to B. “Sin taxes” on booze, fags and petrol are now horrendously high. If you are in the poorest fifth of households in Britain and smoke tobacco, drink moderately
and drive a car, nearly 40% of your disposable income
is being taken simply in paying for the taxes on these
products. Yet again, our politicians and their policies are
making things tougher, not easier, for people.
Even in the complex and controversial area of energy
policy, our politicians are making things worse, not better. For a time – in the 1990s – we had a genuinely liberalized market in energy and the costs of domestic fuel and
electricity fell dramatically. But politicians can’t help
themselves – they love to fiddle, intervene, regulate and
legislate. As they have increasingly done so in the energy
sector, so the customer has been obliged to pick up the
costs of a wide range of renewable obligations and green
initiatives. In the supposed battle against climate change,
we are making energy so expensive that we might expect
many more people to die of hypothermia in the freezing
winter months.
My own organisation, the Institute of Economic Affairs,
was founded nearly sixty years ago. Antony Fisher, a
war hero – and then a successful businessman – tracked
down the brilliant economist and political philosopher,
Friedrich Hayek, at the London School of Economics.
Fisher had read Hayek’s seminal work “The Road to Serfdom”, which warned of the dangers and threats posed by
the growth of the state. Fisher hoped to secure Hayek’s
support for a career in politics. If Fisher could become a
Member of Parliament, maybe he could stop the seemingly endless growth in the size of government. But Hayek
advised him against this. He saw politics as the problem,
not the solution. Instead, he advised Fisher to establish
a research institute to spread ideas and point out the follies and dangers of politicians’ grand plans. It is a never–ending battle. Some six decades later, politicians of
all stripes are still seeking more power for themselves in
order to tackle problems which are largely of their own
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making. So, the next time you hear a politician demanding
more state money or state power to solve some problem or
other, make sure you take a sceptical approach. More likely than not, it will have been politicians who would have
contributed to, or wholly caused, the problem they are now
seeking to solve.

IN S T IT U T E O F E C O N O M IC A F FA IR S
The analysis and communication of ideas form the
core of the IEA’s work. The Institute produces
reports, books and papers on all areas of economic policy, as well as a termly journal, Economic Affairs. The IEA’s policy experts frequently
contribute to newspapers, broadcast media and
websites to further the dissemination of free-market thinking and believe that society’s problems
and challenges are best dealt with by individuals,
companies and voluntary associations interacting
with each other freely without interference from
politicians and the state. To find out more about
the IEA, please visit www.iea.org.uk.
THE IEA HOLDS AN EXTENSIVE SERIES
OF EVENTS, WORKING LUNCHES AND
CONFERENCES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS INCLUDE:
25 JUNE, 6:30PM:
ANNUAL IEA HAYEK MEMORIAL LECTURE
CHURCH HOUSE CONFERENCE CENTRE,
WESTMINSTER, LONDON SW1P 3NZ
PROFESSOR JOHN B. TAYLOR SPEAKS ON POLICY
UNCERTAINTY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
8 JULY, 6:30PM:
FROM CRISIS TO CONFIDENCE
– MACRO-ECONOMICS AFTER THE CRASH
55 TUFTON STREET, LONDON, SW1P 3QL
ROGER KOPPL DELIVERS AN OCCASIONAL LECTURE

IN VINO VERITAS
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“It is well to remember that there are five reasons for
drinking: the arrival of a friend, one’s present or future
thirst, the excellence of the wine, or any other reason.”
L at i n P r ov e r b
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S U M M E R C O C K TA I L S F O R A L L O C C A S I O N S
Created by award–winning Boisdale mixologist Ernest Reid
THE UK FINALS WINNER OF THE NIKKA PERFECT SERVE 2014 BARTENDING COMPETITION IN LONDON WAS BOISDALE OF
CANARY WHARF’S VERY OWN ERNEST REID, WHO WILL REPRESENT THE UK AT THE FINALS ON LA RÉUNION ISLAND
(EAST OF MADAGASCAR) IN DECEMBER.CONGRATULATIONS! ERNEST’S WINNING COCKTAIL WAS ‘ONE DAY AT A TIME’.

O N E D AY AT A TI M E
W IN N IN G C O C K TA IL
60ml Nikka Coffey malt
10ml Noe 30–Year–Old Pedro Ximenez Sherry
20ml Umi plum wine
1 dash of ginger bitters
1 dash of chocolate bitters
2 dash of liquorice bitters
2 twists of grapefruit
2 twists of orange
9 bourbon–soaked dates coated in brown sugar
Crème de Violette
METHOD: Place first eight ingredients into a chilled mixing glass. Rinse glass with Crème de Violette. Fill mixing glass to the
top with cubed ice and stir for dilution and temperature. Serve with bourbon–soaked dates on a bamboo leaf.

C A M P A R I M O JIT O
SUMMER APERI TI F
35ml Campari
20ml Olmeca Tequila
30ml fresh grapefruit juice
20ml fresh orange juice
5ml Agave nectar
8 slapped fresh mint leaves
Garnish: grapefruit twist and mint sprig
METHOD: In a tall glass add all ingredients, then top up glass
with crushed ice and churN with a long spoon. Garnish
with a twist of grapefruit and a sprig of mint.

FLORAL BEES KNEES
SUMMER SEDUCTI ON
25ml lavender honey syrup
20ml fresh lemon juice
50ml Tanqueray No. Ten Gin
Garnish: whole star anise and sprig of fresh lavender
For the Lavender Honey: Take 330grams of Acacia honey,
4–6 grams of dried lavender, add around 50ml of hot water
and stir together to make the honey looser. Leave in fridge
overnight, then strain to remove the lavender flowers.    
METHOD: Place all ingredients into shaker, add cubed
ice, shake very hard, then fine strain into coupette.
Float garnishes on drink.    
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I NCREDIBLE JO U R N E Y S
Sir David Edward Reid is a Scottish–born British businessman. He is the Chairman of London
Scottish FC and was the Chairman of Tesco, Britain's largest supermarket chain until 2011.

Words by Sir David Reid

SIR DAVID REID WITH LONDON SCOTTISH PLAYER TOMAS FRANCIS AND THE CLUB MASCOT
MAC THE LION AFTER THE WIN OVER LEEDS CARNEGIE IN 2014.
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was asked to write an article for Boisdale which
I’m delighted to do. Why? Because I take huge
pleasure in dining out, and indeed have enjoyed
memorable evenings at Boisdale of Canary Wharf,
Bishopsgate and Belgravia restaurants. Also, because
they have a Scottish character and good Scottish sourced
food and drink (whisky I mean, that amber nectar from
north of the border). Lastly, because Ranald Macdonald
and Boisdale have been good enough to sponsor LONDON SCOTTISH Rugby Club!
I thought of the theme of ‘Incredible Journeys’ in my
life. I’ve experienced several and would like to share
them with you. Firstly, in terms of being born to Scottish
parents working in Africa in Northern Rhodesia, now of
course Zambia. Secondly, in terms of my business career,
from a fledgling young apprentice in a small two–partner firm in Aberdeen to Finance Director and ultimately
Chairman of a FTSE 100 company, Tesco, and then with
colleagues taking that company on the journey from No
5 in the UK to No 2 in the world as a global food retailer.
Lastly, in terms of sport,
playing and following rugby while schooling in Scotland,
then at Paris British in France, and a former player now
Chairman at London Scottish in the south of England.
NORT HERN R H O D E S I A
I was born in Ndola in the copper belt where my father,
like many, had joined the colonial service in the Commonwealth countries after the war. Out in Zambia for
some 20 years, he was an agricultural officer and ultimately Deputy Director of Agriculture focusing on growing maize for the country to eat, and cotton and tobacco
to export. Sounds like a posh life but it was far from it.
Right out in the bush in many inhospitable places with

outside WCs and no electricity and quite lonely for my
young mother.
I was sent to boarding school in Scotland at the age of
seven which was a delight or a punishment! I saw my
parents only in the summer holidays in Africa. Holidays
in Africa were great as you didn’t have to go far on safari
to find animals to photograph with a box brownie and
then shoot something to eat for supper. Although you
also had to ensure you didn’t become the supper for the
lions!
A highlight was living near Livingstone on the mighty
Zambezi River and watching the construction of the Kariba Dam, the biggest dam in Africa at the time, creating
Lake Kariba, some 200 miles long. It’s now a great tourist
resort. Despite some of the superficial challenges, this African journey gave me a great love and respect for Africa.
Humans are not in charge there. Mighty rivers, floods,
famine, fire and heat, warring tribes, wild animals and
deadly diseases like malaria are in charge and the feeling that, when push comes to shove, Africa always wins
against humans. We know our place in Africa!
B U SI N ESS
After school I became an apprentice in a small Chartered
Accountancy practice in Aberdeen, where my family were from. Over five years, in a very granular way, I
learned from the local businesses in the Aberdeenshire
area. Farming and fishing industries mainly, no oil in
those days! Many of these skills helped me later on in my
career when I worked for one of the “big four” accountancy practices, at KPMG, in Paris. In Paris we learnt to work
hard and play hard. The latter fuelled by excellent French
cooking and the best wines in the world. I returned to the
UK to get married on 27 January 1973, the day of the great-
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est game of rugby ever – Barbarians v. All Blacks at Cardiff Arms Park. Two celebrations on the same day (even
though bad planning on my part!).
I never did any real due diligence on returning to the
UK – our country was in a mess. Industry on a three–day
week, strikes everywhere, currency restrictions, price
controls, rampant inflation and interest rates, etc. The
Sunday Times jobs abroad columns were my only refuge.
Luckily I did take a job in the UK with Dutch Philips and
then BAT while Thatcher saved the country with difficult
and brave decisions. So I stayed and was thankful I did.
Always think long term! I joined Tesco in 1985 because
they had formed a team on the Board who had a good
plan. Together, over the next 25 years, we went on a journey that took Tesco to a place where even in our more
optimistic moments we could hardly have believed. Our
market cap grew from £3 billion to £30 billion plus, and
we became market leader in the UK and second most
profitable retailer in the world.
The learnings from this for me were: Have a vision.
Turn it into a good plan. Execute well and with pace. Believe in yourselves. Always remember retailing is about
customers, so listen to them. Your staff are your best asset, so lead them and look after them. Ordinary people
can do extraordinary things. What an incredible journey.
RUGBY. A GREAT SPORT.
Rugby is a thugs game played by gentlemen. Football is
90 minutes of pretending you’re hurt and rugby is 80 minutes of pretending you’re not! My rugby started at school
in Northern Rhodesia, dominated by strapping sons of
the local Africaans (South African) farmers. Rugby at
prep school in Scotland was fairly harmless by comparison. Later, at Fettes College, I became a competent hooker
and made the 2nd XV. I couldn’t get into the 1st XV as the
position was occupied by a certain Duncan Madsen who
later went on to get a dozen or so caps for Scotland. In a
later profile for Rugby World, Duncan said that at school
at Fettes there was a better technical hooker than him,
but that Duncan was chosen as he was quicker round the
pitch. I said to Duncan: “You could have mentioned my
name for the record!”
One of my great experiences of Fettes rugby was the House
Cup. My house was not a rugby playing House and indeed
I think only one of us was in the first XV. We had a reputation for being a rebel house. Anyhow, in an idle moment, a few of us sat down and decided we would win
the House Cup the following year. So we set up extra–curricular training where we decided what person would fill
which position. Tallest in the second row, short and wide
as prop, fastest on the wing, etc. We trained and practised
in secret virtually every night on line outs, scrums and
back moves and intensive physical training. Well what
happened? This motley collection or “dirty dozen” as we
called ourselves, turned into a highly trained and motivated force and to the whole school’s surprise, and against
all the odds, we won the House Cup! Only we knew the
unseen effort that had gone into it. Indeed it made such an
impression on all of us that some 30 years later, 14 out of
the original 15 turned up from all over the world for a reunion. So anything is possible if you really put your mind
to it, then put it into practice.
When in Paris I played for Paris British, sponsored by
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Guinness and HQ in Harry’s Bar. I’ve many happy memories and great friends from our favourite rugby restaurant
and oasis – Brasserie de l’Isle St-Louis. Although I don’t
recall much rugby, I do recall playing against the Basque
team in Paris, which was life threatening in the front row!
Lastly, London Scottish. I have been a member there for
more than 40 years, and played for at least 12 of those.
The club had nine or so teams in those days and I claim,
uniquely, that I played for every one of those teams in
both ascending and descending order! A highlight was
a game for the first XV against London Welsh in their
halcyon days. There were 15 internationals on the pitch,
of which London Scottish had eight, including Alan
Lawson, Ronnie Wilson, Mike and Alastair Biggar, Al
McHarg, Billy Steel and John Fraser. We won of course!
Now another incredible journey. In those days London
Scottish, founded in 1878, played in the Premiership
which was amateur and had a unique history in having
provided 224 players from the Club who went on to play
for Scotland. These included four British Lions captains.
Rugby went professional in 1995. London Scottish,
along with several other senior clubs, never had the financial resources to survive and in 1998 we went into
liquidation. We were cast into League 10 of the RFU as
amateurs. We then fought our way back to National 2 and
became semi–pro. After winning that League, we then
won National 1 – at the second attempt, in a last–minute
interception against Barking – to get into the Championship. This journey back meant we had won nine leagues
over 13 years to return to where we felt we belonged.
In the Championship we underestimated the strength
of the league and the pure physicality, and narrowly
avoided relegation in getting a last–minute bonus point
against Esher, eventually finishing 11th. The following
season we finished 9th. Going full–time pro for the whole
of this 2013/14 season, we have finished 5th. So we can
say now, with 12 clubs in the Premiership, that we are in
the top 20 clubs in England.
That’s some journey and the story definitely isn’t finished yet – watch this space!
See you at Boisdales and come down next season to London Scottish at the Athletic Ground in Richmond to join
our clan – everyone is welcome. C’mon the Scots!
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“I’m an occasional drinker, the kind of guy
who goes out for a beer and wakes up
in Singapore with a full beard.”
R aym o n d C h a ndle r
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O U R M A N I N B E L G R AV I A

Belgravia property man Julien Standing’s take on saunas, swimming pools and the super-rich.

Words by Julien Standing

y job is a perfect marriage of my interests. I have
always been in love with residential property
and I find people endlessly fascinating, so it is
my joy and privilege to look after clients seeking
or selling property in Belgravia. As I walk around our ‘village’, I enjoy a coffee–society camaraderie with residents.
I like to think I’m known as a ‘jolly good chap’ – experienced, knowledgeable, attentive, discreet – and I take great
pride in the fact that I have sold every property I have put
on the market.
Nothing excites me more than an invitation to see inside
a house. The great thing about property is that buyers tend
to improve their newly acquired homes. I can go and see
a house I sold five years earlier and marvel at how it has
been enhanced or transformed. I appreciate the clever
ways in which people make the best of a living space; I
see lovely art and furnishings. In more than 35 years in the
business, I have dealt with everything from bijou pied–à–
terres to grandiose six–floor mansions, from the near derelict to residences refurbished beyond one’s imagination.
My patch – if that’s the right word for one of the wealthiest districts in the world – is truly exceptional. Belgrave
Square, Chester Square, Wilton Crescent and Eaton Square
are four of the best addresses in London. Thanks to the
first–class standards set by the Grosvenor Estate, Belgravia
stands alone in being consistently smart in ambience and
visual appearance. If you want to paint your house pink
or lime green, you need to head to the more boho–chic
reaches of Chelsea or Notting Hill.
Belgravia’s grand sweep of white stucco terraces and private garden squares – immortalised in the novels of Evelyn Waugh, Anthony Trollope and Nancy Mitford – have
stood as a byword for timeless elegance and social status
since their construction in the 1820s and 30s. The popular
1970s television series Upstairs, Downstairs was set in Eaton Place; in Downton Abbey, Lady Rosamund Painswick,
sister of Lord Grantham, lives in Belgrave Square.

I have witnessed a lot of fads over
the years. Twenty years ago it was
fashionable to install a sauna.
Residents of pristine postcodes London SW1X and
SW1W are members of an unofficial club. Belgravia is
smart, central (with far fewer commercial eyesores than
Mayfair and Knightsbridge) and rock–solid in terms of
investment. It is thus a prime target for discerning purchasers, particularly international investors. We all know

the law of supply and demand sustains high prices. When
few residents want to leave a desirable location, the result
is a dearth in properties for sale. Cue, a stagnation in the
market and price rises.
The current price per square foot in Belgravia varies
from £1,500 to £5,000 depending on precise location –
and floor, if you are considering flats or apartments. The
first floor is always the most important in the houses constructed by Thomas Cubitt for the 2nd Earl Grosvenor.
They boast the highest ceilings and the best views over the
garden squares. In a five–floor converted mansion, I can
assess flats with identical layouts, but the one on the first
floor will have the highest value.
Property is always an investment. In my experience
every purchaser is concerned about the value of their asset. Belgravia tops the list for international buyers who
may already have a flat in Antibes, an apartment in New
York and a main residence in their own country, but still
seek a prime address in London. There is no dominant nationality. May I say how pleased I am about that? I love
meeting interesting people from Singapore or Qatar, the
United States, Russia and so on.
I have witnessed a lot of fads over the years. Twenty
years ago it was fashionable to install a sauna. But – like
the current trend of building down to create double–basement cinemas and swimming pools – it is a bit of a gimmick. Nine out of ten times, the saunas I’ve seen are used
as store rooms for skis or luggage! As for a basement pool,
who wants to swim along a narrow strip, underground,
with no natural light?
The reason for such developments is to increase the
square footage of a property and thus its value. That’s
where a prospective buyer needs an expert like myself to
share their perspective, as well as to assess condition, situation, outlook, length of lease, and so on.
I love telling prospective buyers about the history of the
area, too. It all started when the King moved into Buckingham Palace and Belgravia was marshland… A curious fact
is that floors that look like basements from the pavement
are in fact garden level at the back. This is because vaults
for household coal were constructed at the front of a house
and the roads then filled in and covered in tarmac. Do you
know where the rubble came from?
Oh, don’t get me started! Just come and see me.
JULIEN STANDING IS A MEMBER OF THE BOISDALE JAZZ &
CIGAR CLUB AND CAN OFTEN BE SEEN ON THE CIGAR TERRACE
AT BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA.
WWW.JULIENSTANDING.COM 0773 6060 373
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WHAT ELLA WA N T E D …
Michael Gelardi is Managing Director of Boisdale Entertainment which provides
a comprehensive range of entertainment solutions at every level for both private
and corporate events.

Michael is a veteran producer of more than 800 shows,

concerts and events worldwide. In this article he reminisces about his time with
the

First Lady of Jazz, Ella Fitzgerald.

Words by Michael Gelardi
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ELLA FITZGERALD WITH HER MANAGER, JAZZ GENIUS NORMAN GRANZ

f all the legendary artistes I have produced
over the years, from Sammy Davis Jr. to Take
That, the least demanding of all was the great
Ella Fitzgerald. Instead of the usual contract requirements of obligatory champagne by the crate, smoked
salmon, caviar et cetera, Ella just wanted Tab (which we
had never heard of, but found out is an American brand
of strange tasting Cola) and American vanilla ice cream
for her voice. These seemed like frugal demands, until
we realised that unfortunately both had to be especially flown in from the USA and cost infinitely more than
any conceivable amount of Dom Perignon and Beluga
caviar! However, she was definitely worth every penny.
When you think that the total cost of those six shows
at Grosvenor House to 1,000 people each night, featuring Ella and Oscar Petersen plus Ronnie Scott and his
Big Band, was around £100,000 – compared with what
‘legendary’ artistes cost per show today i.e. $ 1,000,000
upwards per night! – it is little wonder that promoters
can no longer make money without huge sponsorship
deals and are forced to promote in enormous arenas and
stadia simply to make ends meet!
NORMA N G R A N Z
When I first worked with Ella, she and her manager, the
legendary Norman Granz, had not spoken to each other
for two years over a dispute of some kind, although he still
managed her, communicating through his PA, a highly
efficient lady with the wonderful name of Mary Jane

Outwater. While she was here, I found myself in the
strange position of relaying messages between her and
Norman from time to time. This was not a comfortable
position and particularly awkward in the case of the
Latin American songbook that Norman had sent her to
learn for her next album - which she did not want to
record, and she asked ME to tell him! Norman Granz,
the renowned Grandfather of Jazz, who created Jazz at
the Philharmonic, founded Pablo Records, owned Ella,
Basie, Ellington, Petersen and Sarah Vaughan, was
much revered and feared in the music business and was
not a man to disagree with. Young coward that I was,
I never made the call - and Ella recorded the album!
TH E FLY- O N - TH E- WALL
One night after the show with Oscar Petersen at Grosvenor
House, I and my assistant, karate expert Jim Doyle, were
invited back to Ella’s suite for some ice cream (it’s good
for the voice!). A fly began to buzz around the lounge,
which quite freaked Ella out. “Somebody kill that thing,”
she screamed. Jim, being as fast as lightning with his
hands, and also an insect lover, caught the fly in his hand
and said, “You don’t have to kill it. I will just take it outside and let it go on our way out.” Which he duly did – at
which point the fly promptly flew back through the door.
Jim said, “I can’t do that again” - and we legged it down
the corridor to further screams from the great lady! Next
morning she told me another fly had assaulted her and
could we please have the suite fumigated or changed.
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W HISKY AT H E A R T

Boisdale of Belgravia’s 25th Anniversary Doug McIvor, Spirits Buyer, Berry Bros. & Rudd
finds a very, very special cask to mark this auspicious occasion.

Words by Doug McIvor
anald Macdonald was one of the pioneers championing Scotch whisky in the restaurant and bar
business when he opened the iconic Boisdale of
Belgravia 25 years ago. I have been fortunate to
know Ranald as a supplier from those early days and
we have become good friends. We share a passion for
great whisky and, in my role as spirits cask selector for
Berry Bros. & Rudd, I have unearthed several gems over
the years which we have bottled under the Boisdale label. Many a hearty lunch has been enjoyed as we compared the merits of our latest treasured finds housed
in small and rustic distillery sample bottles with some
wee bits of charcoal floating around in them.
So when Ranald asked me if I could lay my hands
on a legendary cask of Islay whisky to commemorate
25 years of Boisdale I naturally thought a 25 year old
would be eminently suitable. The only issue was could
I find a suitable cask?
Such is the rising popularity of Scotch single malt
whisky now – that demand around the world is at
an all-time high and there is pressure on maturing

stocks as distillers work to build their inventories to
fuel emerging markets such as China, India and South
America. So much so that there is literally a serious
shortage of aged stock and some iconic distilleries are
having to drop their age statements and focus on the
cask finish to drive their sales.
Fortunately Berry Bros. & Rudd still have substantial
reserves of aged malt whisky in our cellars and I have
managed to find something really quite exceptional from
Islay, namely a single cask of magnificent Bunnahabhain
which went into wood in 1989! This cask will be 25 years
old on 2oth October 2014, which is almost to the day
Boisdale opened 25 years ago! We will be bottling it
the next day as the Boisdale 25th Anniversay Bunnahabhain 25 yr old Limited Edition at 46% vol non chill
filtered. There will be less than 200 individually numbered and signed bottles available to the public.
The Boisdale 25th Anniversary Bunnahabhain 25 yr old
will be available in November 2014 from Berry Bros &
Rudd, 3 St. James Street at £250 a bottle and at all Boisdale restaurants and Bars at £49.50 for a 50 ml glass.
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DEREK RENE MARIE ARMANDIAS
28 June 1948 – 5 March 2014

Words by Robert Miskin
It was a great shock to hear on the morning of 5 March that
Derek was no longer with us. He was at a particularly jubilant moment of his life, recently retired from International
Systems and Communications Limited (ISC), planning a few
trips to far–flung exotic destinations and looking forward to
familiarising himself with several cases of extremely quaffable Tempanillo.
Devil–may–care, ingenious and cosmopolitan, Derek
always had 1,001 stories to tell and had many of us
convinced that he might actually be immortal. In all our
memories and thoughts of course he will be.
I first met and worked with Derek 25 years ago when
he had just turned 40 and helped to set up ISC as a
start–up publishing company. This was also roughly when
his world first collided with that of Boisdale. Derek was
a person who lived his life to the full – three times married (most importantly to Joanna, with whom he had a
young daughter Charlotte who was the apple of his eye); a
Papal Prince and self–proclaimed Basque; fluent in an inordinate number of languages – and, incidentally, also in a
few unintelligible ones.
Derek had travelled the world looking after corporate
clients for the Financial Times, International Herald Tribune and Newsweek, and in spare time between jobs he
pursued other interests and careers. Most remarkably, he
had run the biggest nightclub in Melbourne and happened
to be the first man to bring Jimi Hendrix in London. On
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a good day, and with the wind in his sails, Derek would
also happily sing many of the words to the Fats Domino
song, ‘Blueberry Hill’, some of them in the right order, and
confirm the rumours that he was personally responsible for
the invention of France, alcohol and marijuana.
At that time he’d just started his rendezvous with a very
glamorous young lady he enigmatically referred to as
‘The Dane’.
Throughout the next 25 years a great deal more went on,
so at various times to various people, Derek was known as
The Man with the Hat, Ozymandias, Sir Lancelot Spratt,
Falstaff, Earl Grey, Del, and many others. Of course, the
greatest thing is that he was always unmistakably Derek Armandias, always himself – a great friend, a loyal colleague, a
very naughty uncle, a flâneur, bon viveur, raconteur, and, in
his own words… eur, eur eur, eur. He was simultaneously
charming and infuriating, but most certainly unforgettable!
  We often talked about what would happen when this
day came, and Derek told me his three wishes: “Don’t tell
the Julie Christie story; remind everyone to have several
drinks in my honour; and finally, make sure that people
know how very important they were to me, and how much
I loved and appreciated them.”
So from Derek, happy thoughts to: Ranald, Guy, and
Boisdale (where there is a picture of Derek in the corner of
the Back Bar); to Yvonne, Willie and Jeff at ISC; to Joanna,
his ‘current ex–wife’; to stepson Justin; to Kirstel de Mol
Prove who was his partner and soul mate for the past 25
years; and finally, to Charlotte, his beautiful daughter and
the love of his life.
Derek, here’s to you old boy. We hope you’re somewhere
merry with a bottle of Tempanillo in one hand and cigar in
the other. We’ll miss you.

aeroscope

OFFICIAL WATCH

Multi-layer sandblasted black DLC-coated titanium case.Titanium bezel engraved and filled with
«Arsenal» red paintings. Swiss mechanical automatic movement. «Arsenal» red honeycomb
stamped pattern dial. Rubber strap. Limited and numbered edition of 250 pieces.
For UK stockists please call 00 44 (0)1483 813200 (UK) – jeanrichard.com
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DOM PÉRIGNON VINTAGE 2004
EACH VINTAGE IS A NEW CREATION

enjoy responsibly

75CL BOTTLE OF THE
LEGENDARY
DOM PERIGNON 2004
«THE 2004 VINTAGE LEAVES ITS MARK ON THE HISTORY
OF DOM PÉRIGNON FOR ITS EASE AND GENEROSITY.»
WITH ½ DOZ DORSET ROCK OYSTERS
£149.50
DOMPERIGNON.COM
Boisdale of Canary Wharf
Cabot Place, Canary Wharf
London, E14 4QT
020 7715 5818

Boisdale of Bishopsgate
Swedeland Court,
202 Bishopsgate, EC2M 4NR
020 7283 1763

Boisdale of Belgravia
15 Eccleston Street
Belgravia SW1W 9LX
020 7730 6922

